New Acquisitions – November 2016
A Missionary Couple on the Oregon Frontier
1. Allen, Miss A.J. (compiler): TEN YEARS IN OREGON. TRAVELS AND ADVENTURES OF
DOCTOR E. WHITE AND LADY WEST OF THE ROCKY MOUNTAINS; WITH INCIDENTS OF
TWO VOYAGES VIA. SANDWICH ISLANDS AROUND CAPE HORN.... Ithaca, N.Y.: Mack,
Andrus, & Co., 1848. 399pp., including portrait. Contemporary sheep, gilt leather spine label. Boards
shelfworn, leather cracked along front joint, but still sturdily bound. Early private ink ownership stamp on
two front flyleaves. Scattered foxing. About very good.
First edition, earlier (and scarcer) issue, with the portrait of Mr. and Mrs. White, and the shorter
pagination. Elijah White, a Presbyterian missionary and political organizer, originally went to Oregon by
sea in 1836, returning to New York in 1841 and stopping in Hawaii during both voyages. This work,
compiled by Miss A.J. Allen, documents that journey, as well as the overland journey he and his wife
took to Oregon in 1842 and his return overland in 1845. White describes not only their travels to and from
Oregon, but his role in establishing civic organization in the territory, as well as a history of their
missionary labors, customs of the Indians, and a description of the "soil, production and climate of the
country." "Relations of an extraordinary mission, partaking of both a religious and a political character.
Dr. White...developed a remarkable aptitude for organization of border communities into regular civic
bodies. These traits were not less notably exhibited by his dealings with the Indians; among whom some
of his adventures are little less than marvelous" - Field. This first issue is the only one to contain the
engraved portrait of the Whites, taken from a daguerreotype. WAGNER-CAMP 144:1. SABIN 103377.
HOWES A131. HILL 8. FORBES 1678. SMITH 114. FIELD 21 (other issue). PILLING, PROOFSHEETS 62 (another edition). SOLIDAY II:21. GRAFF 36.
$300

Founding Papers of a Baja California Colonization Company
2. [Baja California]: TITLE PAPERS OF THE LOWER CALIFORNIA COMPANY, TO LANDS, ETC.,
IN THE TERRITORY OF LOWER CALIFORNIA, AND IN THE STATES OF SONORA AND
SINALOA, OF THE REPUBLIC OF MEXICO [wrapper title]. New York: Evening Post Steam Press,
1870. 16,3pp. Original printed wrappers. Faint vertical crease. Wrappers lightly soiled, stained around the
edges. Old tideline in lower margin of first two and final three leaves. A good copy, untrimmed. In a cloth
chemise and slipcase, spine gilt.
The Lower California Company, headed by the prominent California businessman, Jacob Leese, made an
agreement with the Mexican government in 1864 granting them colonization rights to land throughout the
length of Baja California in return for $100,000 in gold. This pamphlet contains the text of the original
agreement between the Mexican government and the company, granting colonists' mineral rights,
religious liberty, and the freedoms guaranteed by the Mexican constitution of 1857. Also included is the
company's 1867 charter, and the opinion of former U.S. Senator Robert J. Walker as to the validity of the
company's title to the lands. Jacob Leese (1809-1892), born in Ohio, went to California in the 1830s,
married a sister of Mariano Vallejo, and became a Mexican citizen in 1837. Active as a merchant, a trader
in hides, and in ranching, he was an early resident of San Francisco, and was a stout supporter of

American possession of California. He left California in 1865, and for several years was active in trying
to develop colonies in Mexico, particularly in Baja.
The only copy of this work that we know of in the market was offered by the Eberstadts in 1954. OCLC
locates only three copies, at the Bancroft Library, the Univ. of California at San Diego, and Huntington
Library. Barrett's collation lists a greater number of pages than in this pamphlet, though the pagination in
our copy conforms to that of UCSD and the Huntington, as well as the copy offered by the Eberstadts.
The Bancroft record calls for 207pp., a significantly larger number than that in Barrett, and perhaps
accounted for by the fact that the Bancroft holds the Jacob Leese papers. Rare. BARRETT 1521.
EBERSTADT 135:79. OCLC 960062779, 26118898, 20549117.
$1,250

Rare Prospectus for a California Mining Company, with a Colored Map
3. [California Mining]: THE NEW MELONES GOLD AND SILVER MINING CO. OF NEW-YORK
[wrapper title]. [New York. 1865]. 28pp., plus folding map and folding plan. Original printed wrappers.
Front wrapper neatly detached (but present). Ex-library, with two inkstamps of the Univ. of Wisconsin on
the front wrapper, and blindstamp of the Boston Athenaeum on the front wrapper and first page of text.
Two early manuscript notes on front wrapper. Faint vertical crease. Map detached and loosely laid in. A
few small, closed marginal tears in the text. Very good. In a folding cloth clamshell box, gilt leather spine
label.
A rare prospectus for gold and silver mines in California, issued in the final year of the Civil War and
indicative of the continued strength of mining operations in California more than seventeen years after the
discovery of gold at Sutter's Mill. The text contains reports by mining engineers Jean Francisque Coignet
and Charles A. Stetefeldt on the operations of the Stanislaus, Santa Cruz, and Reserve mines, all situated
on the Stanislaus River between Robinson's Ferry and Carson's Creek in California gold country.
Additional text discusses the conditions under which mines are formed, the specific processes by which
gold can be extracted from quartz, and gives a brief history of mining activities in Calaveras County.

The folding map is entitled "Map of the Gold and Silver Veins: Reserve and Enterprise Santa Cruz and
Stanislaus the Property of the New Melones Mining Co. of New York 1865" and outlines in three
separate colors the various locations of gold and silver veins owned by the company. Printed by Snyder,
Black & Sturn in New York, it also shows the locations of canals and creeks, the roads to Angels Camp
and Sonora, and the village of Robinson's Ferry. The folding plan illustrates a detailed cross-section of the
Stanislaus mine.
This prospectus was an attempt by investors in the New Melones company to reorganize the old Melones
and Stanislaus Gold, Silver, and Copper Mining Company, in order to pay off past debts, and to proceed
with new methods of separating tellurium from gold and silver so that they might "work the mine
economically and profitably in the future." It is unclear whether or not the company succeeded, or for
how long, as there is scant mention of the organization in historical records.
We know of no other copies to appear in the market, nor is this prospectus listed in Rocq, Cowan, or the
Eberstadt catalogues. Not in Lingenfelter, who does not list any mining reports by Stetefeldt, and who
lists only a Coignet report on the New Almaden mine, printed in Paris in 1866. OCLC locates only five
copies of this New Melones prospectus, at Yale, Lehigh, the US Geological Survey, American
Antiquarian Society, and the Technical University at Bergakademie Freiberg. Rare. OCLC 28161685,
799114461, 656452516.
$3,250

4. [California]: SOUVENIR OF ALAMEDA COUTY. CAL. [cover title]. San Francisco: C.P.
Heininger, [ca. 1885]. Twenty-nine illustrations from photographs, printed on sixteen accordion-fold
panels. 16mo. Original red cloth, stamped in gilt and blind. A bit of discoloration to the cloth, one panel
with a small abrasion, slightly affecting two images. Very good.
A relatively early visual tour of Alameda County, during a period of increasing development in the East
Bay. Included are views of Lake Merritt, the Oakland Observatory, public buildings, the Central Pacific
and Southern Pacific railroad terminals, office buildings, hotels, churches, bustling avenues, the Webster
Street Bridge connecting Oakland with Alameda, the "Terrace" baths on Alameda, as well as the island's
Schutzen Park. A number of educational institutions are also shown, including the California Military
Academy, Mills Seminary, the University of California campus at Berkeley, and that city's Deaf, Dumb,
and Blind School (now housing for lucky Cal students). OCLC locates five copies, at the Univ. of
California at Santa Barbara, The New York Public Library, the Univ. of Illinois at Chicago, Wisconsin
Historical Society, and the Clements Library. Rocq adds the California Historical Society. ROCQ 173.
OCLC 36958265, 79393621.
$125

Important Early Attack on the Central Pacific Railroad
5. [Central Pacific Railroad]: THE GREAT DUTCH FLAT SWINDLE!! THE CITY OF SAN
FRANCISCO DEMANDS JUSTICE!! THE MATTER IN CONTROVERSY, AND THE PRESENT
STATE OF THE QUESTION. AN ADDRESS TO THE BOARD OF SUPERVISORS, OFFICERS AND
PEOPLE OF SAN FRANCISCO [wrapper title]. [San Francisco. 1864]. 131,[1]pp. Original printed
wrappers. Faint vertical crease, wrappers lightly soiled and foxed. Near fine. In a chemise and half
morocco slipcase, spine gilt (bookplates on the chemise).
The Grabhorn-Streeter-Robbins-Volkmann copy, with bookplates on the chemise, and with Thomas W.
Streeter's pencil notes on the chemise, front wrapper, and final page of text.

A scarce and important attack on the Central Pacific Railroad, just a year after construction began
eastward from Sacramento on the Transcontinental Railroad. The swindle in question involved the
railroad's proposal to have the voters of San Francisco subscribe a million dollars to the effort to build a
railroad across the Sierra Nevada. Sixty percent of that money was earmarked for the Central Pacific,
whose president, Leland Stanford, was Governor of California. Critics of the CPRR charged that the
railroad only planned to build its line as far as the town of Dutch Flat in Placer County, and that it would
then actually utilize a wagon road for transport across the mountains. The text brings together a multitude
of documents intended "to give some idea of the extent and the open and shameless character of the fraud
and bribery" involved in the matter, including affidavits alleging the buying of votes in favor of the
railroad during a May, 1863, election, and the minority report of the Placer County Board of Supervisors
accusing the CPRR Directors of refusing to open their books to public scrutiny. The Central Pacific
replied later in the year with a pamphlet entitled THE PACIFIC RAILROAD. A DEFENSE AGAINST
ITS ENEMIES....
This copy was sold by the San Francisco printer, Edwin Grabhorn, to Thomas W. Streeter in 1936.
Thirty-two years later, it was purchased at the Streeter Sale for $80 by the collector Irving W. Robbins,
Jr., at whose 1996 sale it sold (coincidentally) for $1996 to the collector, Daniel Volkmann. It brought
$1380 at the Volkmann sale in 2005. We know of only one other copy in the market since 1981. Not in
Howes. Cowan calls for a 15pp. appendix, which we have never seen and is not in this copy, which is in
as-issued condition. RAILWAY ECONOMICS, by contrast, calls for only 128pp., apparently in error.
The fourteen copies listed on OCLC all call for 131pp., conforming to the present copy. COWAN, p.188.
SABIN 28444. STREETER SALE 2885 (this copy). RAILWAY ECONOMICS, p.291. GRAFF 1632.
OCLC 10447964, 950932506.
$2,250

6. [Choctaw Hymns]: [Wright, Alfred, and Cyrus Byington]: CHAHTA VBA ISHT TALOA HOLISSO
CHOCTAW HYMN BOOK. Richmond: Presbyterian Committee of Publication, 1872. 252 [i.e. 256]pp.
24mo. Contemporary half sheep and marbled boards. Worn at corners and spine ends; backstrip scuffed.
Clean internally. Very good.
"Sixth edition" of this volume of hymns in the Choctaw language, compiled by Alfred Wright and Cyrus
Byington and first published in Boston in 1830. Missionaries among the Choctaw for decades, they are
responsible for a number of works in the Choctaw language. The hymns, with the translator's initials at
the end of each, take up the first two hundred pages, followed by the Articles of Faith, the baptism and
marriage rituals, twenty-five pages of hymns in English, and an index of first lines. PILLING,
MUSKHOGEAN, pp.99-100. SABIN 12867 (ref).
$375

A Rare Cattle Item
7. Clay, John: RIP VAN WINKLE RETURNS TO THE RANGE. Chicago: Clay, Robinson & Company,
[ca. 1915]. 25,[1]pp., plus folding advertisement. Original pictorial wrappers. Spine repaired with tape,
wrappers lightly edgeworn. Textblock nearly detached from wrappers. Internal tape-repair in the gutter of
two leaves, not obscuring text. A few instances of neat pencil underlining. About very good.

A rare work by the legendary rancher, John Clay, who ran
one of the largest livestock brokerage firms in the United
States, and also served as president of the Wyoming Stock
Growers Association. Best known for his memoir, MY
LIFE ON THE RANGE, Clay was an engaging storyteller,
and in this work he describes how he, his partners, and
fellow cattlemen rebounded from the disastrous winter of
1886-1887, in which many herds were decimated. This
leads into a Rip Van Winkle story, wherein the narrator
wakes after a slumber of a couple decades, commenting
with wonder on the various changes in ranching and
farming. Six pages at the end contain another story,
"Confessions of a Sheep Salesman," by Walter J. Dearth,
an employee of Clay's, giving insight into that interesting
trade. The folding advertisement is for Clay's company and
depicts "Sheep House No. 4" in Chicago, describing the
shipping services to various western destinations offered
by the company. Not in Adams, HERD. We note only one
other copy in the market, offered in 1976 by T.N. Luther,
who called it "perhaps the rarest John Clay item." OCLC
lists only five copies, at Yale, Indiana University, the
DeGolyer Library, Univ. of Wyoming, and Oregon
Historical Society. OCLC 702300918, 12542629.
$500

8. Collier, John: FROM EVERY ZENITH A MEMOIR AND SOME ESSAYS ON LIFE AND
THOUGHT. Denver: Sage Books, [1963]. 477pp., including illustrations. Original cloth. Bookplate on
front pastedown, else fine. In a very good (price-clipped and lightly edgeworn) dustjacket.
Memoir and biography of John Collier, best known for his advocacy of Native American rights. As
Franklin Roosevelt's Commissioner of the Bureau of Indian Affairs, he was primarily responsible for the
Indian Reorganization Act of 1934, which de-emphasized assimilation and gave tribes a measure of
autonomy and self-rule. Collier recounts his career and activities, and offers his thoughts on ethnicity and
sociology.
$150

9. Crofutt, George A.: CROFUTT'S TRANS-CONTINENTAL TOURIST'S GUIDE, CONTAINING A
FULL AND AUTHENTIC DESCRIPTION OF OVER FIVE HUNDRED CITIES, TOWNS,
VILLAGES, STATIONS, GOVERNMENT FORTS AND CAMPS...WHERE TO GO - HOW TO GO AND WHOM TO STOP WITH WHILE PASSING OVER THE UNION PACIFIC RAILROAD,
CENTRAL PACIFIC RAILROAD OF CAL., THEIR BRANCHES AND CONNECTIONS BY STAGE
AND WATER, FROM THE ATLANTIC TO THE PACIFIC OCEAN. ILLUSTRATED. FOURTH
VOL., THIRD ANNUAL REVISE. New York: Geo. A. Crofutt, [1872]. 224,[8]pp., including numerous
illustrations and maps, plus six folding sheets containing maps, illustrations, and text. Engraved titlepage.
12mo. Original plum cloth, front board stamped in gilt, a.e.g. Cloth sunned along spine and edges. Very
clean internally. Very good, and an attractive copy of a book often found in poor or incomplete condition.
George Crofutt began issuing his guides in 1869, the year of the completion of the transcontinental
railroad, and they were immediately successful, proceeding through numerous annual editions and various
changes of the title. Howes asserts that the compiler of the guide was H. Wallace Atwell, and the

informative (and occasionally humorous) tone of the text very much reminds us of another Atwell-penned
railroad guide that we have handled. The guide is quite remarkable for its level of detail, giving frank
practical advice to travelers, describing small towns along the routes and their potential for settlers,
commenting on topography and natural wonders, noting river crossings and their reliability, etc. There are
also interesting anecdotes sprinkled throughout, including a note that Laramie was the first place in
America where a female jury was empaneled, and also including a biographical sketch of Brigham Young
(with a portrait and a view of his home, the "Beehive"). Five of the six folding sheets include maps,
among them a map of Omaha and Council Bluff, another of Yellowstone, and a map of Salt Lake City.
One of the folding sheets contains a view of the planned Union Pacific station in Omaha, the eastern
terminus of the line. There is also a single-page map showing rail and stage routes to Yosemite and the
Big Trees, and among the many illustrations are the "snow sheds" built by the Central Pacific through the
Sierra Nevada, and the Golden Spike ceremony. HOWES C901. SABIN 17587. FLAKE 2596 (all for
earlier editions).
$425
A Night’s Entertainment at an Army Post on the Dakota Frontier
10. [Dakota Territory]: PROGRAMME. FORT YATES THEATRE, WEDNESDAY, APRIL 30, 1884
"THE SERIOUS FAMILY" BY THE "INDIAN CLUB." (POSITIVELY THEIR LAST
APPEARANCE). [Fort Yates, Dakota Territory: Army Field Press, 1884]. Broadside, 9 1/2 x 4 3/4
inches. Two small ink stains, a bit of light wrinkling. Very good.
Rare evidence of an evening's entertainment at an important
military post on the Dakota Frontier. Now best known for its
proximity to a protest by the Standing Rock Sioux and their
supporters against the construction of an oil pipeline, Fort Yates
was originally established as the Standing Rock Cantonment in
1863. It was renamed Fort Yates in 1878 in honor of Captain
George Yates, a casualty of the Little Bighorn. It was at Fort
Yates in 1890 that Sitting Bull was killed during an attempt to
arrest him. The post was decommissioned in 1903. This program
was likely printed on an Army field press, and advertises a
performance by the "Indian Club" of a play called "The Serious
Family." Lead among the performers was Captain E.S. Godfrey,
a member of the 7th U.S. Cavalry who had a rich military career
and who participated in the Battle of the Washita, took part in
Stanley's Yellowstone Expedition, and was with Benteen at the
Little Bighorn. His character, Mr. Charles Torrens (alias "Fitz
Foley"), is described as being "afflicted with Mother-in-law and
an unwilling member of 'The Serious Family', who is fond of a
good day's shooting in the Country." Nine other performers are
named and their roles described in what appeared to be a
domestic farce. Three of the performers are lieutenants, another
is given simply as "Mr. Alden," and five are women, with only
their surnames given. Whether or not these roles were actually
portrayed by local women or wives on the post, or whether they
were men in drag, is unknown. The performance, described as
"positively" the last to be given by the Indian Club, commenced
at 8:45 p.m. No copies are listed in OCLC. Rare, and ephemeral
evidence of a night's entertainment on a military post on the
Dakota frontier.
$650

Presentation Copy of an Important Firsthand Account of the Pacific Northwest
11. Denny, Arthur A.: PIONEER DAYS ON PUGET SOUND. Seattle, W.T.: C.B. Bagley, Printer,
1888. 83pp., plus errata slip tipped in before the final page. Manuscript correction on page 69 in Denny's
hand. 12mo. Original brown cloth, stamped in blind. Cloth lightly rubbed and soiled. Very good.
A presentation copy, inscribed by Denny on the front free endpaper. One of two issues of the first edition,
this one from the issue printed on thinner paper. Printed in a small number, for private distribution, most
of the copies are believed to have been destroyed in the Seattle fire of 1889. Tweney speculates that the
press run was no more than 300 copies, and that fire claimed the majority of the printing.
"One of the rarest of early Washington Territorial imprints" - Tweney. An important account of early
days in the Pacific Northwest, by a noted pioneer. Arthur Denny and his family travelled from the
Missouri River to Portland in 1851, eventually settling at Alki Point, now part of Seattle. The text
describes the overland journey, and Denny's first ten years on Puget Sound, recounting the activities of
other pioneer settlers, early town-building and industry, often dangerous interactions with Indians, etc.
"Almost the entire book tells of the events of the first ten years, the first road opened up to Steilacoom,
the first church service, relations with the Indians, and the like. It is an important little book" - Streeter.
"Deservedly prized as an authoritative source upon the early history of Seattle and Puget Sound" Washington Historical Quarterly (quoted in Graff). TWENEY 12. SMITH 2408. HOWES D253a, "aa."
GRAFF 1053. MINTZ 123. MATTES 1056 (ref). SOLIDAY CATALOGUE II:323. EBERSTADT,
MODERN OVERLANDS 127. STREETER SALE 3285. DECKER 41:454.
$1,000

Dorothea Dix Takes Her Crusade to the National Level
12. Dix, Dorothea L.: MEMORIAL OF D.L. DIX, PRAYING A GRANT OF LAND FOR THE
RELIEF AND SUPPORT OF THE INDIGENT CURABLE AND INCURABLE INSANE IN THE
UNITED STATES [caption title]. Washington: Tippin & Streeper, 1848. 32pp. Gathered signatures,
string-tied as issued. Ex-Smithsonian Institution, with their small inkstamp on the first page. A bit soiled,
marginal ink stain in the final gathering. Very good. Untrimmed and unopened.
This Memorial to the federal government marked a shift in Dorothea Dix's focus from incremental reform
at the state level to making the treatment of the indigent insane a federal responsibility. Specifically, she
calls on the government to earmark funds from the sale of public lands toward building facilities for the
mentally ill across the nation. Dix argues that increase in population is only resulting in an ever-growing
number of mentally ill in the United States, and she presents an impressive array of statistics and stories
from her own travels across the nation to support her argument. "I have myself seen more than nine
thousand idiots, epileptics, and insane, in these United States, destitute of appropriate care and protection;
and of this vast and most miserable company, sought out in jails, in poor-houses, and in private dwellings,
there have been hundreds, nay, rather thousands, bound with galling chains, bowed beneath fetters and
heavy iron balls, attached to drag-chains, lacerated with ropes, scourged with rods, and terrified beneath
storms of profane execrations and cruel blows; now subject to gibes, and scorn, and torturing tricks - now
abandoned to the most loathsome necessities, or subject to the vilest and most outrageous violations.
These are strong terms, but language fails to convey the astounding truths." Despite significant support,
Dix's Memorial was rejected by Congress, but her efforts had now brought the issue of the treatment of
the insane to a national level. This is Senate Document 150 of the 1st Session of the 30th Congress.
OCLC lists only microfilm and digital copies. Rare, and a significant document in the history of
antebellum social reform and women's activism.
$425

13. Domenech, Emmanuel: VOYAGE PITTORESQUE DANS LES GRANDS DESERTS DU
NOUVEAU MONDE. Paris: Morizot, 1862. [6],608,[2]pp., plus forty colored or tinted plates. Titlepage
vignette. Half title. Quarto. Contemporary Wimbledon School prize binding of three-quarter morocco and
cloth, gilt device on front board, spine richly gilt, raised bands, a.e.g. Expertly rebacked, preserving
original backstrip. Scattered foxing. Very good.
First French edition, following the London edition of 1860, and with the quality of the plates superior to
those in the English edition. Abbe Domenech has received tough treatment from bibliographers over his
works describing his travels in the West and Southwest, primarily because much of the text is taken from
other sources. Raines asserts that there is "no narrative of personal observation in fact, which rather
discredits the seven years residence," and Wagner thought so little of it that he excluded it from the first
edition of THE PLAINS AND THE ROCKIES. Domenech does, however, include useful information on
Indian tribes and some vocabularies of their languages, and Field calls his work "not without value and
merit." The plates (mostly lifted from the Pacific Railroad Survey or from Catlin) show marvelous
western landscapes, Indians of the southwest, ancient artifacts, and fortifications. The table of contents is
bound in at the rear of this copy. WAGNER-CAMP 356:2. HOWES D410. SABIN 20555. RADER 1179.
RAINES, p.70. COWAN, p.178. PILLING, PROOF-SHEETS 1062. CLARK, OLD SOUTH III:305 (first
edition). FIELD 444 (first edition).
$450

14. Elliot, W.J.: THE SPURS. [Spur, Tx.]: The Texas Spur, 1939. [18],274pp., including illustrations
and map, plus two portraits and two illustrations printed on green paper. 12mo. Original green cloth.
Lightest bit of shelfwear. About fine.
"While this book is rather crudely printed and written, it gives more of the flavor of the Spur Ranch than
any other book. The author worked for the Spur outfit, and there are many tales of his own personal
experiences and those of his comrades" - Reese. ADAMS, HERD 757. REESE, SIX SCORE 37. HOWES
E100.
$275

Presentation Copy, Privately Printed, of a Western Hunting Rarity
15. Ellsworth, Lincoln: THE LAST WILD BUFFALO HUNT. New York: Privately Printed, 1916.
32pp., plus ten plates (including map and frontispiece). Half title. Original red cloth, spine gilt. Cloth
lightly sunned, corners and spine ends lightly worn. Small institutional inkstamp on verso of titlepage (see
below). Very good.
A presentation copy, inscribed by Lincoln Ellsworth to James L. Clark on the front free endpaper, and
dated February 7, 1916. An autograph letter, signed, from Ellsworth to Clark, bearing the same date, is
tipped to the front pastedown. In the letter, Ellsworth presents the book to Clark and writes about the hunt
and the writing of the book (in part): "The pictures may interest you but the story (if such it can be called)
was all written on the day following my return from the hunt in my room in a little frontier hotel. It is
little more than a diary account of facts written before the glow from the good out-doors had worn off and
intended as a memory in after years, and I have neither changed nor added to it since that day."

A rare and significant firsthand
account of one of the last great
buffalo hunts in North America.
Lincoln Ellsworth (1880-1951) is
best known for his Polar
explorations and his benefactions to
the American Museum of Natural
History. Here he describes his
adventures hunting buffalo high in
the Bitterroot Mountains of
Montana in 1911. "The last good
sized buffalo herd in this country
belonged to a Mexican named
Pablo and ranged on the Flathead
Reservation in Montana. When the
reservation was opened up for
settlement, Pablo sold his herd of
buffalos
to
the
Canadian
government. After a round-up of
four years, some old outlaws were still at large. It was these that Ellsworth was permitted to hunt. He tells
here a good story of a hunt lasting nearly three weeks in which he finally brought down one old veteran" Streeter. The illustrations show scenes from the hunt and the text is highly descriptive of Ellsworth's
experiences. It concludes by printing two letters involving W.T. Hornaday of the New York Zoological
Park regarding the hunt.
Privately printed in an unknown (but certainly small) limitation. The last copies that we find in the market
appeared at auction in 2001, remarkably on the same day, November 29. A presentation copy to Hubert
Litchfield (with a tipped-in ALS) sold at Sotheby's as part of the Edward Litchfield Library of Sporting
Books for a total of $5100. Another copy sold at Swann (inscribed, but without an ALS) for $1265 total.
The present copy was apparently given by James L. Clark to an unidentified institution, as the verso of the
titlepage has a small ink accession number and date stamp, and written in the gutter of the following page
in pencil is the note "gift: J.L. Clark." OCLC locates eleven copies. PHILLIPS, p.112. STREETER SALE
4131. OCLC 16140977.
$4,000

Presentation Copy, Privately Printed, of an Important Western Memoir
With Much on a Communal Society in Colorado
16. Gallatin: E.L.: WHAT LIFE HAS TAUGHT ME. Denver: Jno. Frederic, Printer, [1900]. [2],215pp.,
plus portrait. Original black cloth. Light wear to corners and spine ends. Front hinge cracked, but holding
firm. Near fine.
A presentation copy, inscribed on the front free endpaper, "To my friends Mr. & Mrs. Shrewbury / I
donate a copy of what life / has taught me / Denver May 26th 1905." This copy is also signed by Gallatin
beneath his frontispiece portrait.
Rare, privately printed memoir by the famed Western saddle maker, Edward L. Gallatin, with a long
description of his involvement in a communal colony. A prominent Colorado pioneer, his "stockman's
saddle" was used widely throughout the West, and all leading towns had a warehouse for its distribution.
Gallatin recounts his life experiences, his long apprenticeship, and his career as a saddle maker. He
describes his 1860 trip across the Plains to the Pike's Peak gold region, where he hoped to provide saddles
to recently-arrived miners, and also gives an interesting description of a difficult trip made in the late

winter of 1864 from Denver to Virginia City, Montana. There is much on the early history of Denver,
criminals and vigilantes, and the founding of Cheyenne and Laramie. In 1895 Gallatin (then in his midsixties) became a member of the Colorado Co-operative Company, a communistic community managed
by B.L. Smith. One of the first to file for land in the colony, Gallatin was an enthusiastic supporter of the
project, writing that "narrow, selfish people have no business in a colony. They breed discontent and look
with jealous eyes on every fault on all occasions." A good portion of the text is devoted to the affairs of
this Colorado colony, and to Gallatin's observations on communal colonies and co-operatives in the West
generally.
Not in the Eberstadt or Decker catalogues, nor in the catalogues of the Streeter or Holliday sales. We are
aware of only three copies at auction in at least the past fifty years. Rare. HOWES G32, "aa." WYNAR
1262. GRAFF 1490. EBERSTADT, MODERN OVERLANDS 175. WILCOX, p.47.
$3,000

Presentation Copy of One of the Major Firsthand Accounts of the Mier Expedition
17. Green, Thomas J.: JOURNAL OF THE TEXIAN EXPEDITION AGAINST MIER; SUBSEQUENT
IMPRISONMENT OF THE AUTHOR; HIS SUFFERINGS, AND FINAL ESCAPE FROM THE
CASTLE OF PEROTE. WITH REFLECTIONS UPON THE PRESENT POLITICAL AND PROBABLE
FUTURE RELATIONS OF TEXAS, MEXICO, AND THE UNITED STATES. New York: Harper &
Brothers, 1845. 487pp., plus eleven plates (including frontispiece), single-page map, and folding map.
Original blindstamped brown cloth, spine gilt. Expertly rebacked, preserving most of the original
backstrip. Occasional light foxing. Very good.
A presentation copy, inscribed by Green on front free endpaper "To Mr. Townsend with the authors
respects." A fundamental Texas book, written by one of the leaders of the expedition against Mier. Green
and his cohorts organized in late 1842 to retaliate against a Mexican incursion on San Antonio. They
proceeded across the Rio Grande and attacked the town of Mier. "The attack failed, the Texans
surrendered, and then began one of the dramatic episodes in Texas history, the ordeal of the long overland
journey of the enlisted men to the Mexican fortress of Perote....Green was a somewhat contentious
character, and his opening chapters and his general chapter at the end are marred by his hatred of
Houston, but the book as a whole tells a graphic story" - Streeter. "The most important account of the
tragic Texan expedition against Mier and the drawing of the black beans, this is also one of the most
vitriolic Texas books" - Jenkins. The "black beans" to which Jenkins refers was Santa Anna's order that
the Texan prisoners be forced to draw beans from a jar, and those drawing black beans would be
executed. The remaining prisoners languished in Perote prison near Vera Cruz, from which Green and
some other prisoners escaped. The other Texans were released in late 1844. A supplemental chapter gives
Green's views on the future of Texas, including a recommendation that it conquer and annex Mexico, and
that part of Mexico should be given to African Americans when slavery in the United States is "inevitably
abolished."
The illustrations are from drawings by Charles McLaughlin, a fellow captive with Green, and show
scenes of battle, prison, and escape. With regard to the quality of the narrative, Dobie summed it up best
when he wrote that Green "lived in wrath and wrote with fire." "One of the most exciting accounts of the
tragic affair of the Texian Expedition. As a participant Green was able to write a vivid and terrifying tale"
- Graff. STREETER TEXAS 1581. BASIC TEXAS BOOKS 80. RADER 1670. RAINES, p.98. HOWES
G371, "aa." SABIN 28562. DOBIE, p.55. GRAFF 1643.
$1,250

A Remarkable Manuscript:
Westward to Oregon in 1845, Trading (and Fighting) with Indians,
Mining for Gold in California, and a Description of the Early Puget Sound Region
18. [Hancock, Samuel]: [MANUSCRIPT ARCHIVE OF PACIFIC NORTHWEST PIONEER,
SAMUEL HANCOCK, DESCRIBING HIS OVERLAND JOURNEY TO OREGON IN 1845, AND
LIFE IN OREGON AND WASHINGTON TERRITORIES OVER THE NEXT DECADE. WITH
DESCRIPTIONS OF HANCOCK'S TRADING ACTIVITIES, THE CAYUSE WAR, MINING IN
CALIFORNIA DURING THE GOLD RUSH, AND EXTENSIVE INTERACTIONS WITH LOCAL
NATIVE PEOPLES]. [Whidbey Island, Washington Territory. circa 1860]. Approximately [294]pp. of
manuscript, on quarto and folio sized sheets. A total of some 57,500 words. An occasional leaf with some
edgewear or minor tears; two leaves torn with a few portions of loss. Overall in very good condition, in a
very legible hand.
A fascinating and important archive, being
the firsthand account of Oregon and
Washington pioneer Samuel Hancock, who
went westward in 1845, settled in the Puget
Sound region, participated in the Cayuse
War following the massacre at the
Whitman Mission, spent some time mining
and trading in California during the Gold
Rush, and traded extensively with the
natives of the Oregon and Washington
Territories. This archive of Hancock's
firsthand manuscript accounts offers fresh
insights into the early history of the Pacific
Northwest, and the native culture and
language of the region.
A narrative describing Hancock's experiences in the Northwest, edited by Arthur D. Howden Smith, was
published by Robert McBride and Company in 1927. The manuscript of that narrative, now in the
University of Washington library, was apparently prepared sometime after Hancock's death by his
brother-in-law, Samuel D. Crocket, in collaboration with a teacher named Henry Y. Sewell (see
Washington Historical Society QUARTERLY note). The present manuscript collection is a rough, and
partial, draft of the eventually published narrative, apparently as written by Hancock himself circa 1860
when he was living on Whidbey Island. It is markedly different from the published version, though there
are many parallel passages. The date of composition (within fifteen years of the earliest events
recounted), the first person nature of the narrative (as opposed to the first person plural used in the
published version), the closely-observed details, the style of writing, and the poor spelling and grammar
give the present manuscript an immediacy and energy lacking in the published version, issued more than
thirty years after Hancock's death. The archive provides significant insight into the hardships of frontier
life, and interactions with native peoples of the Pacific Northwest, both violent and peaceful.
Samuel Hancock (d. 1893) left Independence, Missouri, with a company of 200 (including several
families) in 1845, preceding the overland migration of 1846 by a year. He endured a difficult six-month
journey, travelling via South Pass, Fort Hall, and the Snake River to The Dalles and ultimately to Fort
Vancouver on the Columbia River.
The manuscript is divided into four parts: The first portion is made up of a fifty-page manuscript on folio
leaves entitled "Travels to Oregon." Part two, consisting of another 168pp. of manuscript on quarto and
folio leaves, is untitled and picks up the story beginning in 1848. The third part begins with the winter of

1852, and is made up of forty-one pages, variously paginated. The final section totals thirty-five pages,
and contains several disparate pieces, the first headed "In the winter of 1857."
A full description is available on request.
WASHINGTON HISTORICAL SOCIETY QUARTERLY, volume 11, number 2 (April, 1920), p.146
(note 194).
$17,500

Son of a Preacher Man
19. Hardin, John Wesley: THE LIFE OF JOHN WESLEY HARDIN, FROM THE ORIGINAL
MANUSCRIPT, AS WRITTEN BY HIMSELF. Seguin, Tx.: Smith & Moore, 1896. 144pp., including
illustrations. 12mo. Original printed wrappers. Small chip in lower edge of front wrapper. Wrappers
lightly soiled, insect damage to rear wrapper (as is often the case), but not affecting any text leaves. Text
with even, moderate tanning. Very good.
This is the earlier issue of the first edition, with the portrait on page three incorrectly identified as John
Wesley Hardin (it is actually his brother, Joe), and without the full-page portrait of Hardin that was later
inserted. Life of the legendary Texas outlaw, allegedly written by himself. The son of a preacher-lawyer,
Hardin was credited with killing more than two dozen men. "The book is carefully written; in fact, so well
written that some claim that it came from the pen of someone more literate than Hardin. On the other
hand, Hardin was not as illiterate as many believed; he taught a frontier school as a young man, and his
study of law while he was in prison no doubt improved his education. Newspapers reported that he was
trying to finish his manuscript in El Paso just before he was killed. Whoever the writer was, he was
careful of names and dates" - Adams. Jenkins, who did not doubt that Hardin wrote the book, elucidates:
"The manuscript of Hardin's autobiography was found in his trunk. A lawsuit over the ownership of the
trunk ensued. Hardin's son won control, and the book was published in 1896. Hardin's daughters objected,
and the book was withdrawn from circulation a few days after publication and stored in a San Antonio
warehouse. The warehouse burned and destroyed all of the edition except for 400 copies sold
surreptitiously to a local bookseller." BASIC TEXAS BOOKS 84. HOWES H188. ADAMS, SIX-GUNS
919. ADAMS, ONE-FIFTY 66. RADER 1773. GRAFF 1780.
$350

A Rare Compilation of Mountain Music
20. Harmon, O.G.: OZARK BALLADS VOL. II. Mountain Grove, Mo. 1924. [2],72pp., plus portrait.
16mo. Original printed green wrappers, stapled. Wrappers stained, chipped along foredge of front
wrapper and at spine ends. Some light staining to the first few leaves, else quite clean internally. Good.
A rare volume giving the lyrics of forty-seven songs from the Ozarks, what might also be referred to as
"Hillbilly" music. Recent books by J.D. Vance and Nancy Isenberg demonstrate the heightened interest in
the academy and among the general populace in understanding the culture and lifestyles of poor white
Americans. This rare little volume is important for studying the culture of music and entertainment in
rural Missouri and beyond in the 1920s.
By all appearances this is not any generic volume of songs from
disparate sources, but rather very much of its time and place, with most
songs mentioning Missouri or the greater Ozarks region generally.
Among the titles are "Ozark Inspiration," "Back-woods," "Country
Stores," "Ozark Wives," "Our Baby Died," "Our Grief," "The Miner's

Prayer," and "The Struggle for Life." While lamenting the difficulties of life, the lyrics are generally
celebratory of the people of the Ozarks, and the natural beauty of the region. According to Library of
Congress copyright records, the first volume of Oscar Guy Harmon's OZARK BALLADS was published
in 1923, and consisted of 42pp. and a portrait. This second (and final) volume appeared the following year
and is not listed in the online catalogue of the Library of Congress. OCLC lists no copies of the first
edition of the first or second volumes of Harmon's Ozark ballads, and gives only two locations for a
revised edition of 1925, at Brown (first and second volumes bound together) and Harvard (first volume
only).
$350

21. Harrison, Gilbert A.: SELF-CENSORSHIP AND THE NATIONAL INTEREST THE BAY OF
PIGS INCIDENT [wrapper title]. [Los Angeles]: Univ. of California, [1966]. [2],10pp. Original printed
yellow wrappers, stapled. Bookplate on verso of front wrapper, else fine. In a folding cloth case, spine
gilt.
Harrison, a UCLA graduate and editor-in-chief of THE NEW REPUBLIC, delivered these remarks as
Regents' Lecturer in Journalism at UCLA in November, 1966. In the spring of 1961, his magazine
considered publishing an article about the Kennedy administration's backing of an invasion of Cuba by a
group of Cuban exiles, what soon came to fruition as the Bay of Pigs. The administration was informed of
the article, and requested that its publication be halted, a request to which Harrison acquiesced. Here he
tells his side of the story, and goes on to apply his thoughts to the situation in Vietnam.
$50

22. Heap, Gwinn Harris: CENTRAL ROUTE TO THE PACIFIC, FROM THE VALLEY OF THE
MISSISSIPPI TO CALIFORNIA: JOURNAL OF THE EXPEDITION OF E.F. BEALE,
SUPERINTENDENT OF INDIAN AFFAIRS IN CALIFORNIA, AND GWINN HARRIS HEAP,
FROM MISSOURI TO CALIFORNIA, IN 1853. Philadelphia and London. 1854. 136pp., plus 16pp. of
ads, and thirteen colored or tinted lithographic plates (including frontispiece). Lacks the folding map,
which was not issued with all copies. Half title. Original green blindstamped cloth, expertly rebacked
preserving original backstrip, modern printed paper label. Ex-Springfield Public Library, with their
perforated stamp in the titlepage, contents leaf, and upper margin of one text leaf, and their blindstamp on
the half title, frontispiece, titlepage, and contents leaf. Other than the frontispiece, the plates unstamped
and in very nice condition, as is the text. Good plus. Lacks the folding map.
A classic western overland, giving an account of the Beale-Heap expedition from Missouri to California
in 1853, which traveled a route that their Congressional patron, Thomas Benton, hoped would be selected
for a Pacific railroad. Beale was also charged with finding lands in the west that might be used for the
removal of California Indian tribes. Heap's narrative of his overland journey is given in diary form,
describing the trek over the Santa Fe Trail from Westport to Bent's Fort in May and June, 1853, and then
through New Mexico, Utah, and Nevada to California. They were accompanied by a Delaware Indian,
two Mexican guides, and George Simms, an African-American. The text "includes some outstanding
descriptions of the Southwest landscape seen about them" (Mintz). The appendix contains Rev. James
Brier's account of his pioneering trek across Death Valley in 1849. Heap's party crossed Death Valley as
well, and a chapter devoted to that adventure is praised by Edwards as incomparable "in sheer readability
and in picturesque descriptive quality."
The lovely illustrations are a highlight of the book. Drawn by Heap, they were lithographed by the Duval
firm of Philadelphia and show the party on an Indian-navigated raft across the Green River, as well as
notable landscapes including Coochatope Pass, where they crossed the Continental Divide. This copy
lacks the folding map, which was not issued with all copies (the Norris copy lacked the map). WAGNER-

CAMP 235. COWAN, p.293. HOWES H378, "b." MINTZ 562. RITTENHOUSE 290. SABIN 31175.
FLAKE 3934. RAILWAY ECONOMICS, p.283. ENDURING DESERT, pp.110-111. DESERT
VOICES, pp.73-74. GRAFF 1837. WHEAT, TRANSMISSISSIPPI WEST IV, pp.196-201. NORRIS
CATALOGUE 1606. STREETER SALE 3177.
$750

Remarkable Travels, Including the California Gold Rush
23. Holbrook, Samuel F.: THREESCORE YEARS: AN AUTOBIOGRAPHY, CONTAINING
INCIDENTS OF VOYAGES AND TRAVELS, INCLUDING SIX YEARS IN A MAN-OF-WAR.
DETAILS OF THE WAR BETWEEN THE UNITED STATES AND THE ALGERINE
GOVERNMENT, BOMBARDMENT OF ALGIERS BY LORD EXMOUTH, AND ITS
SUBJUGATION BY THE FRENCH. ALSO, TWO YEARS IN CALIFORNIA, A VISIT TO THE
CRIMEA DURING THE BOMBARDMENT AND CAPTURE OF SEBASTOPOL, JOURNEY
THROUGH ASIA MINOR, SYRIA, PALESTINE AND EGYPT. Boston: James French and Company,
1857. 504pp., including frontispiece and fourteen full-page illustrations. Thick octavo. Original red
pictorial cloth, stamped in gilt and blind, the front board with a gilt illustration of a spear-throwing
Saladin, spine gilt. Spine sunned, worn at spine ends, some tiny holes along the front and rear joints. A
few signatures loosening. Very good.
An entertaining and informative account of an American traveller's experiences in the Middle East, and to
California during the Gold Rush. Samuel Holbrook, born in 1793, was a carpenter in the U.S. Navy, and
his work took him throughout the Mediterranean and the Middle East, after which he followed his son to
California, in search of gold. He discusses his travels and experiences at length, including harsh naval
discipline, service during the War of 1812 and against Algiers, and travels to Italy, Greece, and
throughout the Holy Land. Holbrook went to California in 1850, and his experiences were not in the least
positive. He describes San Francisco as a town filled with "gamblers, rogues of every species, cutthroats,
highway robbers...fraudulent auctioneers..." and other deplorable folk. Holbrook also describes the
activities of the Vigilance Committee, the execution of John Jenkins, and a trip to the mines around
Oregon Gulch. Wheat rightly notes that "such 'seamy side' views are important to any well-rounded
understanding of the period," and Cowan concurs, noting the importance of Holbrook's descriptions of
"the worst and unromantic side of life in the state." Curiously, not in Smith, AMERICAN TRAVELLERS
ABROAD. Rather scarce in the market. COWAN, p.288. KURUTZ 336. WHEAT, GOLD RUSH 102.
ROCQ 9834. HOWES H576. SABIN 32457. HOWELL 50:524.
$1,000

An Early Defense of Indian Rights
24. Humphrey, Heman: INDIAN RIGHTS AND OUR DUTIES. AN ADDRESS DELIVERED AT
AMHERST, HARTFORD, ETC. DECEMBER, 1829. [New York]: Association for Diffusing
Information on the Subject of Indian Rights, 1831. 24pp. 12mo. Contemporary printed wrappers, stringtied. Early ownership signature on front wrapper. Wrappers lightly edgeworn, with a few small closed
tears. Very clean internally. Very good.
Second edition, first published the year before in Amherst, Massachusetts. An early call for better
treatment of Native Americans, in the form of an address by Heman Humphrey delivered during the
debate over the Indian Removal Act. That infamous act called for the removal of Indians from the
Southeast to territory across the Mississippi, along what would become known as the "Trail of Tears."
Humphrey, president of Amherst College, calls on listeners to exercise Christian compassion and charity
toward Native Americans, and to rise above party politics. He reminds his listeners that native tribes have
always been treated by the United States as sovereign nations, and notes that the Cherokee and Choctaw
of the southeast have been, and are being, "civilized" and Christianized. Humphrey quotes the letters and

speeches of noted chiefs, and from the text of American treaties with various tribes, to show that fair
treatment, and letting the Indians stay on their native lands, is the correct course. He also warns that if the
federal government can trample on Indian rights, that the rights of white citizens may be next. "This little
pamphlet was the effort of an earnest and learned man, to arouse the people of the United States, to the
wrongs perpetrated on the Indians" - Field.
This copy bears the contemporary ownership signature on the front wrapper, "Rev. W. Sprague," likely
Reverend William Buell Sprague, the newly-appointed pastor of the Second Presbyterian Church in
Albany. The wrapper on this copy is quite interesting, printing over the first three pages the Constitution
and resolutions of the Association for Diffusing Information on the Subject of Indian Rights, and on the
fourth page the text of a "form of a Petition to Congress" demanding better treatment for our "dependent
allies," the Indians. AMERICAN IMPRINTS 7622. FIELD 741. SABIN 33791.
$300

Images of Ellis Island Immigrants
25. [Immigration]: QUARANTINE SKETCHES [wrapper title]. [N.p., but probably Brooklyn: The
Maltine Company, 1902]. 32pp., profusely illustrated from photographs. Oblong octavo. Original
pictorial wrappers, tied with green cord. About fine.
Issued by the Maltine Company, which peddled a popular all-purpose medicinal syrup, this pamphlet
offers a wealth of photographic evidence of the process that immigrants went through in entering the
United States at the height of the flood of European emigration. Only a few pages contain text, the rest are
illustrations of the processing of immigrants through Ellis Island, and the frequent need for medical
quarantine. The images show the process by which doctors boarded incoming ships, images on board the
"disinfecting boat," several views of buildings on Ellis Island (including the new hospital) and other
nearby processing "islands," the main hall at Ellis Island and several detention pens. Others show doctors
performing physical examinations, and scenes of immigrants leaving the facilities to begin their lives in
America.
$250

Treaties with the Omaha, Snake, and Sioux
26. [Indian Treaty - Omaha Tribe]: TREATY BETWEEN THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
AND THE OMAHA TRIBE OF INDIANS.... [wrapper title]. [Washington. 1866]. 6,[2]pp. Folio.
Original printed self-wrappers. Very small stain near spine on first page, final (blank) page a bit soiled.
Near fine. In a cloth chemise and half morocco and cloth slipcase, spine gilt.
One of only two treaties concluded between the Omaha tribe and the United States, the first made more
than a decade earlier. By this treaty the Omaha cede unimproved lands along the Missouri River,
amounting to about one-fourth of their reservation. In return, the tribe received $50,000, "to be expended
by their agent...for goods, provisions, cattle, horses, construction of buildings, farming implements,
breaking up lands, and other improvements on their reservation." The treaty was concluded March 6,
1865, ratified the following February, and proclaimed by President Andrew Johnson on February 15,
1866. Printed in a small number for official use. Not in Goodspeed's catalogue 312, Indian Treaties.
OCLC locates ten copies. EBERSTADT INDIAN TREATIES 84. OCLC 9786732.
$650

27. [Indian Treaty - Paiute Tribe]: TREATY BETWEEN THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA AND
THE WOLL-PAH-PE TRIBE OF SNAKE INDIANS.... [wrapper title]. [Washington. 1866]. 6,[2]pp.
Folio. Original printed self-wrappers. Fine. In a cloth chemise and half morocco and cloth slipcase, spine
gilt.
The only treaty concluded between the United States and the Walpapi, a Paiute tribe also called "Snake."
The treaty was made at Sprague River Valley in Oregon, and the American commissioner was J.W. Perit
Huntington. "Cedes a large portion of John Day's River country, mainly Grant County. Lindsay
Applegate and various officers of the Oregon Volunteer Cavalry are witnesses" - Eberstadt. The tribe also
agreed to release any white or Indian prisoners, to cease hostilities with Oregon settlers, and to induce
other local tribes to make peace with the United States. The treaty was concluded August 12, 1865,
ratified by the Senate on July 5, 1866, and proclaimed by President Andrew Johnson on July 10, 1866.
Printed in a small number for official use. OCLC locates ten copies. EBERSTADT INDIAN TREATIES
132. GOODSPEED'S 312:77. OCLC 21574252.
$600

28. [Indian Treaty - Sioux Tribe]: TREATY BETWEEN THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA AND
THE SANS ARCS BAND OF DAKOTA OR SIOUX INDIANS [wrapper title]. [Washington. 1866].
6pp. Folio. Original printed self-wrappers. Very light soiling to extremities, else fine.
One of a series of important treaties negotiated at Fort Sully in Dakota Territory with several bands of
Sioux, this one with the Sans Arcs band, which helped lessen hostilities in the area. Negotiated by
territorial Governor Newton Edmunds, Indian Affairs Superintendent Edward Taylor, and Generals S.R.
Curtis and H.H. Sibley, among others, by this treaty the Sans Arcs agreed to cease their hostilities against
the United States and its citizens, and acknowledged the authority of the United States. Furthermore, in
return for "the sum of thirty dollars for each lodge or family, annually, for twenty years" the Sans Arcs
agree to "withdraw from the routes overland already established, or hereafter to be established, through
their country" and to cease attacks upon other bands of Sioux. The treaty was concluded on October 20,
1865, ratified by the Senate on March 5, and proclaimed by President Andrew Johnson on March 17,
1866. An important treaty with the Sioux tribe, printed in a small number for official use. EBERSTADT
INDIAN TREATIES 130.
$550

Rare Iowa Cookbook
29. [Iowa]: W.M.S. of the United Presbyterian Church: THE "HOME SCIENCE COOK BOOK."
RECIPES CONTRIBUTED BY THE LADIES OF CLEARFIELD AND THEIR FRIENDS. [Clearfield,
Ia.]. 1906. 108,[1]pp. including advertisements. Textured printed wrappers. Spine crudely repaired with
modern cloth tape, wrappers worn at corners and extremities. First and final few leaves worn at the outer
corners (not affecting text), a bit of minor foxing and staining, else relatively clean internally. Good
overall.
Not to be confused with the cookbook of the same name originally published in Boston in 1902, this rare
volume was issued by the ladies of the United Presbyterian Church of the small town of Clearfield, Iowa.
The volume contains scores of recipes from the ladies of Clearfield, as well as other towns in Iowa, with
the contributor's name given. From beverages to breads, meats, soups, and entrees, a wide variety of
recipes are included, and several "sample menus" are given. There are a handful of advertisements,
mostly for businesses in Clearfield. Not in Brown. Cook locates a single copy (in a private collection),
and OCLC adds only the University of Denver. Rare. AMERICA'S CHARITABLE COOKS, p.82. $175

Letters from an American Sailor in Peru
30. Jackson, Alonzo C.: [PAIR OF AUTOGRAPH LETTERS, SIGNED, FROM ALONZO C.
JACKSON, A MIDSHIPMAN ON BOARD THE USS SHARK, TO HIS UNCLE, NEW YORK
POLITICIAN ALONZO C. PAIGE AND TO HIS AUNT, HARRIET, WRITTEN FROM CALLAO,
PERU AND DESCRIBING HIS LIFE IN THE NAVY, HIS HOPES FOR THE FUTURE, AND HIS
ADVENTURES ON A HUNTING TRIP ON A REMOTE ISLAND NEAR THE EQUATOR]. Callao,
Peru. January 10, 1844 & August 1, 1845. Two autograph letters, signed, each [4]pp. in length, for a total
of eight pages. Earlier letter written on a folded folio sheet. Later letter on an elephant folio sheet.
Stampless covers, with ship receiving post marks. Old folds. Some small closed tears along folds, both
letters with small tears from opening, costing a few words in each case. Later letter with a few small holes
in the sheet, affecting a few letters of text. Neat tape repair along a few folds. About very good overall.
A pair of letters from a young American sailor in Peru, stationed aboard the ill-fated schooner, USS
Shark. Jackson discusses his plans for his future in the Navy, he hopes to experience a "short war," which
would show him "something of the more active and exciting part of our profession." He also relates a
recent cruise, during which he went on a hunting expedition on a small, remote island near the Equator.
Alonzo Clinton Jackson (1823-1853), was a passed midshipman who spent most of his adult life in the
United States Navy, and was associated with Matthew F. Maury while stationed at the Naval Observatory
in Washington. He is best known today for writing two very descriptive letters from the period of his
naval service, one on the American capture of Monterey in 1842 and another on the conquest of
California in 1846, published by Edward Eberstadt & Sons in 1953. The USS Shark, a schooner, was built
in 1821 and the ship's first commander was Matthew C. Perry. The 1820s were spent mostly in the
Atlantic, suppressing the slave trade and hunting pirates. In the 1830s the Shark spent five years in the
Mediterranean, and in 1839 the ship was ordered to be part of the Pacific Squadron. The next several
years saw the Shark patrolling off the coast of Peru, ready to guard American lives and property during a
time of civil upheaval in Peru. In 1846 the Shark was dispatched to the Columbia River, to fly the flag in
a region that was seeing a great influx of American settlers at the time. On September 10, 1846, the ship
struck an uncharted shoal in the river, and the Shark sank, though no sailors lost their lives.
In the earlier letter, dated January 10, 1844 at Callao, Jackson writes "here we lay yet with Commodore
[Thomas ap Catesby] Jones pennant still at the masthead nor have we heard a word from Commo. Dallas

[Alexander James Dallas, who would die at Callao June 3] except from mere rumor." He adds that
Commodore Dallas has just lifted the injunction against dueling, which has resulted in two duels fought
by officers aboard another schooner. Jackson sometimes thinks that he would welcome a transfer to
Commodore Dallas's ship, the Constellation, though it would result in a longer stint at sea and more time
away from home. He writes that he likes the life of a sailor overall, and discusses its merits: "I think I
have chosen the profession best adapted to my turn of mind and to my situation in life. It is a respectable
and in some respects a pleasant one and is certainly one in which a man may advance himself by his own
exertions. But it is not without its objections and those most important ones. It draws a man far from
home and from friends. The constant association with persons of our own sex and of the same pursuits
renders us rough & has very injurious effects on all....Notwithstanding those objections to the service I
am most enthusiastically fond of the sea and all that appertains to it. It is only some of the minor points
and peculiarities that I complain. A short war with any foreign power would set all to rights. It would
shorten the crises, increase the discipline, as well as the number of ships of the service, and I think it
would entirely [?] the navy. It would give employment to all and promotion to many. It is perhaps a
selfish and unchristian desire but I really long to see something of the more active and exciting part of our
profession."
Nineteen months later Jackson writes a long letter to his aunt, Harriet Page, describing his homesickness
and his joy at receiving letters from his relatives. He hopes to return home, but does not know if that will
happen any time soon. He also relates a recent voyage from Panama to Callao, during which the Shark
transported the American charge d'affaires to Peru, Albert Gallatin Jewett, and writes that "Mr. Jewitt
[sic] seems to be...not at all qualified for the situation he occupies." Jackson then goes on to describe a
hunting trip he took on the remote island of "Jacamas": "On our passage from Panama we put into
Jacamas very nearly on the Equator. This is a small & unimportant place yet the country is very
interesting as much on account of the wild beasts and reptiles with which it abounds as anything else.
Every house in the place is built on poles about 20 feet from the ground to protect them from the tigers
which infest the whole country. No person ever thinks of going any distance from his house unarmed. I
went out shooting with Capt. Harrison, without much luck however, as the country was so covered with
thick underbrush that it was very hard travelling. We shot at a monkey and a mackaw but got neither.
Morgan went out and fell in with a tiger. As he had only a single barreled gun he thought it best not to
provoke hostilities so retreated in regular order. Jacamas almost rivals Tahiti in the variety and abundance
of its fruits. The branches of the orange trees were literally hanging to the ground with their bunches of
fruit. The pine apples are far superior to any I have ever seen before."
An interesting pair of letters from a young American naval officer in Peru, written just a couple of years
before his ship, the USS Shark, would sink on the Columbia River and less than a decade before his own
death at age thirty.
$375

Andrew Jackson Temperamentally Unfit to Be President
31. [Jackson, Andrew]: Brutus [pseudonym]: AN ADDRESS TO THE PEOPLE OF THE UNITED
STATES BEING AN EXAMINATION OF A PAMPHLET, WRITTEN BY "ARISTIDES," AND
DESIGNED TO MISLEAD THE PUBLIC MIND IN FAVOR OF GENERAL JACKSON. [N.p.]:
Printed for the author, 1828. 28pp. Dbd., removed from a sammelband. Lightly tanned, moderate foxing.
About very good.
A rare, privately-printed tract written in reply to William Peter Van Ness's pseudonymous pro-Jackson
campaign biography, this attack on Jackson and his character sought to scuttle his presidential challenge
to John Quincy Adams in 1828. The anti-Jackson tone, and the stark contrast between the two, is set from
the opening paragraph: "Fellow-citizens: An important crisis in the course of our National History has
arrived. You will shortly be called upon to decide between the conflicting interests of Military Glory and

long tried civil services. You will be required to determine, whether the all important and highly
responsible civil office of President of these United States shall be the reward of devoted exertions and
continued assiduity in the official departments of government, of talent, experience, judgment and
wisdom - or whether it shall be set up as a prize to every successful Military Chieftain, who by the mere
force of arms, and the dazzling delusion of his renown, shall march to our Capitol and seize upon the
Presidential Chair, as his exclusive property and undoubted right." Brutus goes on to assert that Jackson is
temperamentally unfit for the presidency - citing his proclivity toward dueling - and that he rests on the
laurels of his past military exploits. Furthermore he would usurp the power of other branches of
government into his own hands, as he did while he was a military commander and acted above and
beyond his orders, for example in the execution of Arbuthnot and Ambrister. Not in Miles's bibliography
of American Presidential campaign biographies. American Imprints locates only a single copy, at the
Historical Society of Pennsylvania, and OCLC adds only one more, at the Clements Library. The
Eberstadts offered a copy in 1965 (the year after another stark choice among presidential candidates) for
$100. Not in Sabin, who does list Van Ness's CONCISE NARRATIVE OF GENERAL JACKSON'S
FIRST INVASION OF FLORIDA (which went through several editions in 1828), nor in Howes. Rare.
AMERICAN IMPRINTS 32502. OCLC 29585082. EBERSTADT 168:253.
$525

Ephemera From a Short-Lived Kansas University
32. [Kansas]: KANSAS CITY UNIVERSITY [wrapper title]. [Pittsburg, Ks.: C.K. Gibson, 1896?]. 8pp.
16mo. Original printed wrappers, stapled. Wrappers splitting along spine. Near fine. Plus four copies of
the [4]pp. program for Commencement Week activities beginning June 6th, 1897. 16mo., printed on a
folded sheet. Illustration of the school on the final page. Small closed tear at center fold of each program.
Near fine.
Constitution and by-laws of this little-known school, founded in Kansas City in 1896 as a Methodist
college. Mather College (arts and sciences) was the school's centerpiece, and its founder, Samuel Fielding
Mather, was a descendant of Cotton Mather. It also included schools of theology and music, as well as a
medical school. Though undated it seems that this volume was produced at the school's foundation. The
four copies of the Commencement Week program document events at the school's first commencement,
in June, 1897. The school folded during the Depression. OCLC lists Yale only as holding copies of either
the constitution or the commencement exercises (Yale has both). OCLC 122307550.
$75

Treasure of the Sierra Madre:
An Unrecorded San Francisco Imprint
33. Keyes, W. Scott: REPORT UPON THE MINE, LA BARRANCA DE HUACAYVO, MADE FOR
DR. W.D. AYLETT [wrapper title]. San Francisco: Dunn & Patrick, 1866. 15pp. Original printed yellow
wrappers. A few small chips in the edges of the wrappers, spine paper partially perished. Wrappers lightly
soiled. Ex-Harvard Museum of Comparative Zoology Library (properly deaccessioned) with their
blindstamp on the front wrapper and withdrawn stamp on the verso of the front wrapper. Two
contemporary manuscript corrections to text. Very good.
A presentation copy, inscribed on the front wrapper to the noted San Francisco mining engineer, Henry
Janin. An unrecorded San Francisco imprint, giving a report on gold, copper and lead mines in
Matamoras, state of Chihuahua, in the foothills of Mexico's Sierra Madre mountains. The river Urique has
cut through the region of the La Barranca de Huacayvo mines, "forming, or at least, still further
deepening an immense chasm....This chasm performs the part of Nature's grand prospector, exposing such
veins as cross its course for hundreds of feet perpendicularly; enabling the adventurous miner to attack the
lode at any point, from the dismal depths of the pale green torrent, to the far off hights [sic] above." Keyes

describes the quality of the ores, the cost of labor and prices of food, the transportation routes to the
mines, and notes the profits that can be made in San Francisco markets, especially on copper. He
concludes that "I am of the opinion that in no part of the world can be found a more promising mine than
the Barranca. It shows fine bodies of vitreous copper in every opening that has been made upon it....All
the ores contain gold."
Geologist Winfield Scott Keyes (1839-1907) was the son of Civil War General, Erasmus Darwin Keyes,
and a graduate of the School of Mines in Freiberg, Germany. He appears as the author of four other
mining reports each located in only a single copy in OCLC. Three of those are reports for mines in
Nevada and Colorado; the fourth (and earliest) is dated a year before the present report, and was also for a
mine in Chihuahua. We can locate no record of this report in OCLC or in any bibliography or bookseller
catalogue consulted. Apparently unrecorded.
$1,250

34. King, T. Butler: REPORT OF HON. T. BUTLER KING, ON CALIFORNIA. Washington: Printed
by Gideon and Co., 1850. 72pp., plus errata slip. Original printed wrappers, paper backstrip. Wrappers a
bit soiled. Old tideline to lower portion of titlepage and following four leaves. Final seven leaves with a
small stain in the outer margin, a couple of other leaves with smudges. Still, a very good copy. In a
folding paper-covered case, spine gilt.
Second and best edition, enlarged, of King's popular and influential report on California, describing the
gold discoveries but also considering California's advantages in climate, the potential for agricultural
development, and its commercial capacity. King, an economist, was customs collector of the Port of San
Francisco, and advised President Taylor on the question of California statehood. Sympathetic to the plight
of miners, he also argued for the exclusion of foreigners (mostly those from Mexico and South America)
from the mines. First published in Washington the same year, Kurutz calls this the "first official
information on the gold strike." COWAN, p.329. KURUTZ 377b. WHEAT, GOLD RUSH 118. HOWES
K153. SABIN 37840. ROCQ 16970. HOWELL 50:135.
$200
Debunking the Myth of Frontier Life
35. Kirkland, Mrs. C.M.: WESTERN CLEARINGS. New York: Wiley and Putnam, 1845.
viii,[2],238pp., plus [6]pp. of ads. Half title. Contemporary half sheep and cloth. Spine rubbed, joints
worn, chipped at spine ends, corners bumped. A few light fox marks, else internally clean. About very
good.
First edition of Caroline Kirkland's fictionalized sketches of her life in southern Michigan in the late
1830's and early 1840's, the concluding installment in a trilogy of works that helped puncture the romantic
view of the frontier. A pioneering literary realist, she published WESTERN CLEARINGS after her return
east, and it contains Kirkland's embittered views of a disappointing life on the western frontier. Henry
Nash Smith writes of her books that they "were widely read, and deserved to be, for they have the merits
of clear observation and lively reporting. They are also a valuable repository of upper-class Eastern
attitudes toward the raw West." HOWES K185. WRIGHT I:1587. BAL 11149. Martin Bucco, "The
Development of Western Literary Criticism" in A LITERARY HISTORY OF THE AMERICAN WEST.
(Fort Worth. 1987). p.1288. Henry Nash Smith, VIRGIN LAND, pp.224-227.
$150

Rare Report on Yellow Fever in Haiti
36. Lanaud, Elie: ETUDE SUR LA FIEVRE JAUNE D'HAITI. DE SES RAPPORTS AVEC LA
FIEVRE INTERMITTENTE ET AVEC LA FIEVRE TYPHOIDE. THESE PRESENTEE ET
PUBLIQUEMENT SOUTENUE A LA FACULTE DE MEDECINE DE MONTPELLIER....

Montpellier: Chez J. Martel, 1853. 52,[4]pp. Dbd., removed from a sammelband. Gatherings loosening.
Very good.
Rare printing of a dissertation by a French medical student on yellow fever in Haiti - a major health
problem on the island in the nineteenth century. Lanaud discusses the causes, symptoms and
characteristics, and methods of transmitting yellow fever, its similarities to typhoid fever, and offers
recommendations for prevention. OCLC locates a total of three copies, at the Bibliotheque Nationale, the
Bibliotheque Interuniversitaire de Medicine in Paris, and the British Library. Rare. OCLC 467450088,
493905229, 561741923.
$200

Swiss Argonaut in the Gold Rush
37. Lienhard, Heinrich: CALIFORNIEN UNMITTELBAR VOR UND NACH DER ENTDECKUNG
DES GOLDES.... Zurich: Fasi & Beer, 1898. 318pp. Portrait. Original front and rear cloth wrappers
affixed to modern flexible cloth (original backstrip lacking). Very clean internally. Very good, largely
unopened. In a half morocco and cloth clamshell case, spine gilt.
A significant account of California before and after the gold discovery. Lienhard came to America from
Switzerland in 1843, and then trekked overland by ox team from St. Louis to California in 1846, passing
through Utah and commenting on the Mormons. The first 120 pages describe his overland journey.
Lienhard became a close friend of Sutter and worked for him, spending a good deal of time in the gold
regions and giving "a detailed account of Sutter's discoveries along the south branch of the American
River" (Madden) and experiences in the mines to 1850. Lienhard was sent to Switzerland in 1849 to bring
Sutter's family back to California, and his disillusionment with California as he encountered it on his
return is an interesting commentary on how much the Gold Rush changed the place in a brief span of
time. Mintz calls Lienhard's account of his overland journey "one of the best records of overland travel
during the year 1846," while Mattes's assessment that Lienhard was not cognizant enough of the
significance of his overland journey strikes us as a bit ahistorical. "The narrative of an active participant
in the conquest of California, as written at the time in his diary" - Eberstadt. KURUTZ 399a. MADDEN,
CALIFORNIEN B19 (later edition). COWAN, p.392. ROCQ 6765. WHEAT, GOLD RUSH 127.
HOWES L332. FLAKE 4922. MINTZ 293 (later edition). MATTES 187 (later edition). HOWELL
50:1565. NORRIS CATALOGUE 2067. EBERSTADT 114:457. DECKER 29:46.
$250

Race Riots and Press Freedom
38. Lovejoy, Joseph C., and Owen Lovejoy: MEMOIR OF THE REV. ELIJAH LOVEJOY; WHO WAS
MURDERED IN DEFENCE OF THE LIBERTY OF THE PRESS, AT ALTON, ILLINOIS, NOV. 7,
1837. New York: Published by John S. Taylor, 1838. 382pp. 12mo. Modern half calf and marbled boards,
gilt leather spine label. Occasional foxing or staining. Three leaves with closed (unrepaired) tears, with no
loss. About very good.
The major source of material on the life and work of Elijah Lovejoy, the most prominent victim of the
Alton race riot of 1837. Lovejoy's troubles began the previous year when, as editor of the St. Louis
OBSERVER, he published an angry article following the lynching of a black man. Threatened with
violence he moved his paper to Alton, where a mob destroyed his press. Lovejoy persevered, and
restarted his paper, becoming an even more prominent and important antislavery instrument. Two more of
his presses were destroyed by proslavery mobs before the outbreak of the November, 1837 riot, during
which Lovejoy was murdered. This memoir is by two of Lovejoy's brothers, and draws on family letters
and testimonials to tell his story. The introduction is by John Quincy Adams. DUMOND, p.76. WORK,
p.307. McCOY L365. HOWES L522. SABIN 42366.
$150

39. McGowan, Edward: NARRATIVE OF EDWARD McGOWAN INCLUDING A FULL ACCOUNT
OF THE AUTHOR'S ADVENTURES AND PERILS WHILE PERSECUTED BY THE SAN
FRANCISCO VIGILANCE COMMITTEE OF 1856 TOGETHER WITH A REPORT OF HIS TRIAL,
WHICH RESULTED IN HIS ACQUITTAL. San Francisco: Printed by Thomas C. Russell, 1917.
[1],6,[2],240pp., including nine plates. Original half cloth and paper-covered boards, printed paper spine
label, t.e.g. Slight foxing to the cloth, previous owner's small label on front free endpaper. Near fine.
From an edition of two hundred copies, printed by San Francisco bookseller Thomas Russell at his private
press, "line for line and page for page, from the original edition. This is copy number 158, signed by
Russell on the limitation page. McGowan first published his narrative in 1857, and it is a classic work of
its era, describing his persecutions at the hands of the second Vigilance Committee. McGowan had done
jail time in Pennsylvania before coming to California during the Gold Rush, serving as a justice of the
peace. He was accused of complicity in the murder of James King of William, and his narrative is "unique
inasmuch as it gives a picture of the Vigilance Committee's action from the viewpoint of the 'persecuted'"
- Zamorano 80. McGowan escaped the clutches of the vigilantes and became a newspaperman, railing
against his persecutors. The Graff catalogue calls him "a prime rascal, one of the truly colorful characters
in California...." A typically handsome product from Russell's press, and the first book issued from his
private press. COWAN, p.407 (first edition). ROCQ 10311. ZAMORANO 80, 54. HOWES M103, "aa."
ADAMS, SIX-GUNS 1408. GRAFF 2611 (first edition).
$300

Firsthand Account of Sacramento and the Gold Rush…
40. Meyer, Carl: NACH DEM SACRAMENTO REISEBILDER EINES HEIMGEKEHRTEN. Aarau:
H.R. Sauerlander, 1855. [4],364,[1]pp. 12mo. Original pictorial grey wrappers. Wrappers lightly soiled,
spine cracks expertly and unobtrusively reinforced. Modern bookplate on verso of front wrapper.
Scattered light foxing. Very good, largely unopened. In a cloth chemise and slipcase, spine gilt.
Meyer, a native of Germany, arrived in New Orleans in February, 1849, on his way to the Isthmus and
ultimately California. He provides a valuable description of California at the height of the Gold Rush, and
"his summaries of the last vestiges of Mexican California are all choice" - Kurutz. A valuable aspect of
Meyer's narrative is his description of African Americans in the mines, who came to California not only
to escape the south but also to earn money to purchase the freedom of their relatives or friends. Dated
1855 on the titlepage, though 1856 on the wrapper; the final page contains errata. The wrappers show
Sutter's fort, California Indians, mining scenes, the harbors of Havana and New York, lighthouses, and a
clipper ship. "A series of 'word pictures' of lasting import" - Wheat. "One of the lengthier and more
important eyewitness accounts of California's rags-to-riches history during the gold rush years" - Madden.
KURUTZ 439a. WHEAT, GOLD RUSH 140. COWAN, p.428. MADDEN, CALIFORNIEN B23.
ROCQ 15960. HOWES M572. HOLLIDAY SALE 777. PLATH SALE 741. HOWELL 50:634A. $400
…and the First English Translation
41. Meyer, Carl: (translated by Ruth Frey Axe): BOUND FOR SACRAMENTO TRAVEL-PICTURES
OF A RETURNED WANDERER. Claremont, Ca.: Saunders Studio Press, 1938. xii,[4],282pp., plus two
inserted leaves providing facsimiles of the original wrappers and titlepage. Original tan cloth, stamped in
green. Cloth lightly soiled, else fine. Without the dustjacket.
Translated by Ruth Frey Axe, and with an introduction by Henry Wagner. First published in 1855 in
Germany, this is the first complete English-language edition, printed by the Saunders Studio Press in an

edition of 450 copies. Howes is in error in calling for two volumes for this edition. KURUTZ 439b.
MADDEN, CALIFORNIEN B24. ROCQ 15961. HOWES M572. NORRIS CATALOGUE 2456.
WHEAT, GOLD RUSH 140 (original edition). COWAN, p.428 (original edition).
$60

42. [Michigan Mining]: REPORT OF THE PRESIDENT AND DIRECTORS OF THE PITTSBURGH
AND BOSTON MINING CO. OF PITTSBURGH, WITH ACCOMPANYING STATEMENTS FROM
THE TREASURER; ALSO, REPORT OF JOHN SLAWSON, GENERAL SUPERINTENDENT.
OCTOBER, 1859. Pittsburgh: Printed by W.S. Haven, 1859. 36pp., plus two folding plans (one colored).
Original printed blue wrappers. Wrappers with some shallow chips along the edges, about half the spine
paper lacking. Ex-Harvard Museum of Comparative Zoology, with their blindstamp on the front wrapper
and ink stamp on the verso of the front wrapper. Very clean internally. Very good overall.
One of a series of annual reports issued by this active company, describing the results of the previous
year's copper mining operation in Michigan. The yields of the mine are given, work is described on new
and existing shafts, and there is a detailed two-page balance sheet. One of the plans is "Plan of the
Workings of the Pittsburgh & Boston Mining Company's Cliff Mine" at Lake Superior, showing the many
levels of the mine down to seventy fathoms, each highlighted in a different color. The other plan shows
longitudinal sections of the Cliff Mine. Both were lithographed by G.F. Schuchman of Pittsburgh. The
company began issuing these reports in 1849 and they continued with regularity through the 1860s,
growing more intermittent thereafter.
$450

Montana Brand Book
43. [Montana]: ANNUAL REPORT OF THE AUDITOR AND TREASURER OF THE TERRITORY
OF MONTANA, FOR THE FISCAL YEAR 1881, TOGETHER WITH AN APPENDIX CONTAINING
A RECORD OF MARKS AND BRANDS. Helena, M.T.: Independent Steam Print, 1882. 30,[2],43pp.
Original printed wrappers. Ex-library (properly deaccessioned), with ink notation and inkstamp on front
wrapper. Three small chips in the foredge of the front wrapper, chipped along the backstrip, with most of
the paper perished. Quite clean internally. Very good.
With a printed "Compliments of J.P. Woolman, Territorial Auditor" slip tipped in before the titlepage. An
early Montana brand book, issued as the second part of the annual report of the Auditor and Treasurer of
the Territory. Hundreds of brands for cattle and horses are illustrated, along with the names, towns, and
counties of the owners. An index provides a guide to the brands by owners' names. These reports,
including brands, were issued annually, and are pretty uniformly scarce in the market. Adams does not list
this edition, though he does list three others. ADAMS, HERD 1514 (1879 edition).
$1,500

Life Along the Texas-Mexico Border
44. Montgomery, Cora: [i.e. Cazneau, Jane]: EAGLE PASS; OR, LIFE ON THE BORDER. New York:
George P. Putnam & Co., 1852. 188,iv pp. (ads), plus another 4pp. of advertisements used as endpapers.
12mo. Original brown blindstamped cloth, spine gilt. Unobrusively rebacked. Scattered foxing. About
very good.
Bookplate of Texas historian Ike Moore on the front free endpaper. Cora Montgomery was the
pseudonym of the fascinating Jane Cazneau, Texas pioneer and promoter, journalist, and the author of
TEXAS AND HER PRESIDENTS and THE KING OF RIVERS. Very active in public affairs (not just as
the alleged mistress of Aaron Burr), she also supported the annexation of Cuba and the plots of William
Walker in Nicaragua. Wright includes this work in his bibliography of American fiction, calling it a

"verisimilar story of Texas." If it is verisimilitude, it is of the highest order, and strikes this cataloguer as
being born of personal experience. Ms. Cazneau writes authoritatively of life along the Texas border with
Mexico, returning time and again to the plight of Americans taken into "servitude" in Mexico as the result
of debt. "An unpleasant picture of maladministration on the Rio Grande" - Raines. HOWES C251.
RADER 642. RAINES, p.152. SABIN 50132. WRIGHT II:477.
$225

The Future of American Trade is in Asia,
So Says an Italian-Born Agent of the Chinese
45. Moreno, Celso Cesare: AMERICAN INTERESTS IN ASIA. New York: C.S. Westcott & Co.,
Union Printing House, 1869. 40pp. Dbd., removed from a sammelband. Glue residue along the gutter of
the titlepage. Titlepage and final four leaves a bit rough along the foredge, gatherings loose. Good.
A rather scarce work by the controversial diplomat and presumed Chinese agent, Celso Cesare Moreno.
Hawaii businessman and political agitator Lorrin Thurston described Moreno as "a subtle, crafty,
extremely clever Italian, of imposing and insinuating manners" (quoted in Forbes). Born in Italy, Moreno
had a long career promoting trade between the United States and Asia, and he was a vocal proponent of a
trans-Pacific telegraph cable that would connect Asia with the United States, via Hawaii. He is most
notorious for his brief tenure as Foreign Minister of King Kalakaua and the ensuing "Moreno Affair," a
major scandal in Hawaiian politics. In the present work, published a decade before his Hawaiian sojourn,
Moreno urges the United States to develop its trading presence in Asia, especially to combat the influence
of already-established European powers. He cites the recent completion of the Suez Canal as a spur to
greater American activity, lauds China as a market for American agriculture, and reviews the agricultural
output of several Asian nations, especially China. OCLC locates fifteen copies, with Texas Christian and
the University of Hawaii the only ones west of the Mississippi. SABIN 50603. OCLC 4012773. FORBES
3928 (ref).
$150

Reorganized Mormons Renounce Polygamy
46. [Mormons]: [Polygamy]: MEMORIAL TO CONGRESS FROM A COMMITTEE OF THE
REORGANIZED CHURCH OF JESUS CHRIST OF LATTER DAY SAINTS, ON THE CLAIMS AND
FAITH OF THE CHURCH [caption title]. Plano, Il.: Printed at True Latter Day Saints' Herald Steam
Book Office, [1870]. 8pp., printed on two folio leaves. Original self-wrappers. A few light fox marks.
Very good. Untrimmed.
Internecine Mormon squabbling over the issue of polygamy and who was the legitimate successor of
Joseph Smith. This memorial to the U.S. Congress from the Reorganized Church announces their
opposition to polygamy and asks that they be recognized as THE Church of Jesus Christ of Latter Day
Saints. The Utah church's refusal to disavow polygamy put them in longstanding disfavor with the federal
government, and delayed statehood for Utah for another twenty-five years. Signed in type on the final
page by Joseph Smith III and other leaders of the Reorganized Church, which was founded in 1860 by the
eldest son of the founding prophet, and regarded itself as the embodiment and continuation of the original
faith. FLAKE 6952. SABIN 50746. GRAFF 3465.
$650
On Selling Liquor to Native Americans, and the Boundaries of “Indian Country”
47. [Native Americans]: Williams, George H.: GENERAL ORDERS NO. 98. WAR DEPARTMENT,
ADJUTANT GENERAL'S OFFICE...THE FOLLOWING OPINION OF THE ATTORNEY GENERAL
OF THE UNITED STATES IS PUBLISHED FOR THE INFORMATION AND GOVERNMENT OF
ALL CONCERNED: OPINION....IN CONNECTION WITH THE ADMINISTRATION OF THE

INDIAN INTERCOURSE LAWS. Washington. October 3, 1873. 4pp., printed on a folded quarto sheet.
Fine.
The first question addressed by this legal opinion was "as to whether the War Department has exclusive
authority to permit the introduction of spirituous liquor into the Indian Country." The question arose out
of an 1834 law that prohibited the introduction of liquor or wine into "Indian Country," except "when
taken there as military supplies." Attorney General George H. Williams reviews subsequent laws on the
question, which upheld the prohibition and imposed jail time and fines on violators, and asserts that those
laws and restrictions remain in force. Williams next goes on to the larger question of what, exactly,
constitutes "Indian Country" in 1873. He notes that the 1834 law defined it as the entirety of the United
States west of the Mississippi, excepting the states of Missouri and Louisiana, and Arkansas Territory, as
well as any lands east of the Mississippi not within any state. The ensuing four decades of American
expansion, colonization, and the creation of new territories and states redrew the map of the U.S. west of
the Mississippi, and called for a re-evaluation of the definition of "Indian Country." Williams puts forth
that the current meaning would seem to be existing reservations and "all other districts so occupied to
which the Indian title has not been extinguished," but that the question requires further consideration and
legislative clarification. An interesting General Order, addressing not only the issue of selling liquor to
Native tribes, but also the question of what constituted Indian Country in an era of increasing white
settlement in the West.
$200

Photographs of Two Upstate New York Public Works Projects
48. [New York Public Works Photographica]: [ALBUM OF 180 ORIGINAL PHOTOGRAPHS
SHOWING THE CONSTRUCTION OF A RESERVOIR IN SALAMANCA, NEW YORK, AS WELL
AS A BRIDGE IN LeROY, NEW YORK]. [New York. ca. 1925]. 180 original photographic prints, some
with manuscript date captions and a few with manuscript captions on verso. Most measure 5 3/4 x 3
inches or the reverse, with a few measuring 3 1/4 x 4 1/4 inches. Nine photographs loosely laid in, the rest
either tipped into corner mounts or affixed to the sheets of the album. Oblong quarto flexible cloth photo
album of the period, string-tied. The images in generally fine condition.
An interesting album of photographs showing the construction of two public works projects in western
New York: a reservoir in Salamanca and a bridge in LeRoy. The building of the reservoir, with much of
the work taking place in 1925-1926, is recorded in 124 photographs, showing the dam and reservoir in

various stages of construction. Interestingly, Salamanca (in Cattaraugus County in southwestern New
York) is located within the boundaries of the Allegany Indian Reservation, governed by the Seneca tribe.
Workers and supervisors on the project are often shown, and the time frame of the images that are dated is
given as from July to October. Some of the landscapes are quite snowy, indicating that the pictures stretch
into the winter of 1925, and on to the completion of the project the following year. One photograph shows
a small building with the sign of Mullen, Guinnane, & Ludwig of Jamestown, N.Y., the contractors who
built the reservoir, and this album was likely compiled by one of the principals of the firm or a supervisor
on the project. The final pictures in the series appear to show the dedication ceremony of the reservoir, the
capacity of which was some 4.5 million gallons.
Another forty-nine photographs show the construction of a substantial bridge on Main Street in LeRoy,
New York, located some seventy-five miles northeast of Salamanca and sixty miles east of Buffalo. Men
are shown working on various stages of construction of the bridge. Two loose images show a "beam
failure" on the bridge, which called for re-engineering. An informative album of original photographs
showing a pair of construction projects in rural western New York.
$800

49. [O'Meara, James]: THE VIGILANCE COMMITTEE OF 1856. By a Pioneer California Journalist.
San Francisco: James H. Barry, 1887. 57pp. Original printed pink wrappers. Wrappers chipped around the
edges, tape-repaired along the spine. Ownership signature on front wrapper and titlepage. Clean
internally. Good.
Cowan describes O'Meara as a "law and order man," and he had earlier published an account of the
Broderick-Terry duel. Critical of the Second Vigilance Committee, he describes their deeds in detail,
paying special attention to the murders of Marshal William Richardson and James King of William (the
acts that precipitated the second committee's formation), and the case of Edward McGowan. O'Meara also
lists the names of the committee members, which was a pretty well-guarded secret in the 1850's. Though
the publisher's imprint reads 1887, the wrapper is dated 1890. Howes calls this an indication of a reprint,
but Cowan, Rocq, and Norris all note that the wrappers are always dated 1890, and that it is not a reprint.
COWAN, p.464. ROCQ 10749. HOWES O84. NORRIS CATALOGUE 2904.
$40

Selling the Lands of a Pioneering Missouri Railroad
50. [Pacific Railroad]: THE PACIFIC RAILROAD COMPANY OFFERS AT PUBLIC SALE 125,421
79/100 ACRES OF SELECTED FARMING, TIMBERED AND MINERAL LANDS, SITUATED...ON
BOTH SIDES OF MAIN LINE AND SOUTH-WEST BRANCH OF PACIFIC RAILROAD, IN
TRACTS OF 40 ACRES & UPWARDS. SALE TO COMMENCE MONDAY, OCTOBER 3, 1859, AT
COURT HOUSE IN ST. LOUIS CITY. St. Louis: George Knapp & Co., 1859. 57pp. Original printed
green wrappers. Wrappers expertly mended at spine and corners, three small chips in the foredge of the
front wrapper. Save for a few light fox marks, quite clean internally. Near fine.
A rare promotional for lands offered by the Pacific Railroad Company of Missouri, the first railroad to
operate west of the Mississippi River. Chartered in Missouri in 1849, the plan was to build a railroad all
the way to the Pacific, with St. Louis as the eastern terminus. Ground was broken on July 4, 1851, and by
1858 the line had been built to Tipton, some 160 miles westward. In 1852 the Pacific Railroad Company
was granted tens of thousands of acres of land along the route of the road, and in 1859 offered to sell the
land to raise funds for further construction. This pamphlet lists the lands available, describing them as rich
in mineral wealth, and well-suited for farmland or timber harvesting. The lands were located in several
Missouri counties, including St. Charles, Jefferson, Washington, Franklin, and Crawford, all relatively
close to St. Louis. Reports attest to the value of copper and lead, and the second half of the text lists and

describes each lot to be sold, beginning October 3, 1859. OCLC locates six copies of this work, at
Stanford, Yale, Harvard, the Univ. of Michigan, the British Library, and the American Antiquarian
Society. Not in the collected Eberstadt or Decker catalogues. We are not aware of any other copies having
appeared in the market in the past fifty years. Rare. RAILWAY ECONOMICS, p.249. OCLC 54215898,
503871111, 244156640.
$975

Urging African Americans to Emigrate to Haiti on the Eve of the Civil War
51. Redpath, James (editor): A GUIDE TO HAYTI. Boston: Haytian Bureau of Emigration, 1861.
180pp., plus 12pp. of ads. Folding colored frontispiece map. 12mo. Original printed wrappers. Wrappers
soiled, chipped at spine ends, and with small chips in lower outer corner of front and rear wrappers. Very
good. In a cloth clamshell case, spine gilt.
Second edition, originally published by Thayer & Eldridge in Boston in 1860. This copy bears the 1860
Thayer & Eldridge wrappers, but with an 1861 date on the titlepage and the imprint of the Haytian Bureau
of Emigration. James Redpath is best known for his aggressive abolitionist views, and as co-author, with
Richard Hinton, of an important handbook to Kansas Territory and the Rocky Mountain gold region,
issued in 1859. In 1860, Redpath was appointed the official Haitian lobbyist for diplomatic recognition of
the new Republic, led by General Fabre Geffrard. Redpath also served as director of Haiti's campaign to
attract black emigrants from the United States and Canada. It was hoped that the selective emigration of
skilled African Americans to Haiti would elevate conditions on the island, and weaken slavery and racial
prejudice in the U.S. The Civil War and the Emancipation Proclamation, however, dampened the
enthusiasm for emigration among American blacks, who had hope for freedom and expanded rights in the
United States.
The text gives a history and description of Haiti, followed by the text of its constitution, laws relating to
emigration, descriptions of available lands, and a brief section on "how to go, and what to take to Hayti,"
all providing a wealth of information for prospective emigrants. The essays collected by Redpath provide
a detailed view of Haiti at an important moment in its history, when Geffrard was instituting a series of
governmental, economic, agricultural, and education reforms. The final essay is Redpath's own "Parting
Word" addressed "to the Blacks and Men of Color in America," in which he asserts that the future of
Africans in the United States is "annihilation," and that the only way to save their race is to leave the
United States, ideally for settlement in Haiti: "Pride of race, self-respect, social ambition, parental love,
the madness of the South, and the meanness of the North, the inhumanity of the Union, and the
inclemency of Canada, - all say to the Black and the man of color, Seek elsewhere a home and a
nationality." That place, Redpath argued, could and should be Haiti.
The colored frontispiece map, measuring 7 1/4 x 11 1/4 inches, published by Thayer & Eldridge, shows
the entirety of the island, and the boundary between the Republic of Hayti and "The Eastern Part." The
publication history of this work is interesting. It was originally issued in 1860 by the Boston publishers,
Thayer & Eldridge, who proceeded to go bankrupt just after it was published. Redpath then published
subsequent editions under his own Haytian Bureau of Emigration imprint, as here. BISSAINTHE 7646.
CUNDALL 490. SABIN 68525. John McKivigan, FORGOTTEN FIREBRAND: JAMES REDPATH
AND THE MAKING OF NINETEENTH-CENTURY AMERICA (Ithaca. 2008), pp.61-83.
$675

Another Edition, with a Better Map
52. Redpath, James (editor): A GUIDE TO HAYTI. Boston: Haytian Bureau of Emigration, 1861.
180pp., plus 12pp. of ads. Frontispiece and folding colored map. 12mo. Original brown pebbled cloth,
spine and front board gilt. Spine somewhat rubbed, previous owner's inkstamp on front and reaer

pastedowns. Lightly tanned, an occasional fox mark. Oneinch closed tear in left edge of map, with no paper loss.
Very good.
Third edition, designated "tenth thousand" on the
titlepage, first published in 1860. This is the so-called
"Geffrard edition," featuring a frontispiece portrait of the
general who had recently become the leader of Haiti, and
with Geffrard's "Invitation" inviting American blacks to
emigrate to Haiti replacing Redpath's "Notice" in the
second edition. This third edition also features a much
superior map from the previous two editions. Produced by
the Colton firm of New York, it shows the Republic of
Haiti in the west and the eastern "Spanish part" of the
island, all handsomely rendered and with great detail. The
publication history of this work is interesting. It was
originally issued in 1860 by the Boston publishers,
Thayer & Eldridge, who proceeded to go bankrupt just
after it was published. Redpath then published subsequent
editions under his own Haytian Bureau of Emigration
imprint, as here. BISSAINTHE 7646. CUNDALL 490.
SABIN 68525. John McKivigan, FORGOTTEN
FIREBRAND: JAMES REDPATH AND THE MAKING
OF NINETEENTH-CENTURY AMERICA (Ithaca.
2008), pp.61-83.
$675

53. Royce, Josiah: CALIFORNIA FROM THE CONQUEST IN 1846 TO THE SECOND VIGILANCE
COMMITTEE IN SAN FRANCISCO A STUDY OF AMERICAN CHARACTER. Boston and New
York: Houghton, Mifflin and Company, 1886. xv,[1],513pp., plus [12]pp. of ads. Folding frontispiece
map. Small octavo. Original green cloth, gilt, t.e.g. Cloth lightly rubbed, hinges neatly repaired. Two
early ownership signatures on front pastedown. Small closed tear in lower edge of map, just intruding into
the map image; neat partial split along the fold below the map image. Very clean internally. Very good.
Still one of the standard works for this crucial decade in the history of California. Royce, a Harvard
philosophy professor who was born in Grass Valley, the son of forty-niner parents, interviewed many of
the participants and had access to many public and private documents. Royce is critical of the character of
the Americans who rushed to California during the conquest and Gold Rush period. Gary Kurutz, in the
catalogue of the Volkmann Collection of Zamorano 80 books, calls Royce's work "the most important
analysis and distillation of California during that crucial time period of 1846 to 1856....Royce's study
smashed the mythology of the conquering hero in the persona of John C. Fremont and the red-shirted
Argonaut." "One of the best authorities upon the events of that decade" - Cowan. A volume in the
American Commonwealths series. ZAMORANO 80, 66. COWAN, p.545. HOWES R487. HOWELL
50:774. ROCQ 11196. LARNED 3421. VOLKMANN SALE 66.
$100

Early Ordinances of San Francisco,
Owned by a Prominent Member of the Vigilance Committee
54. [San Francisco]: ACT OF INCORPORATION AND ORDINANCES OF THE CITY OF SAN
FRANCISCO. San Francisco: Printed at the Office of the Evening Picayune, 1850. 72pp. Original printed
yellow wrappers. Wrappers lightly soiled and creased; neatly repaired along backstrip, with some minor
paper loss. Contemporary ownership signature on front wrapper (see below). Light dampstains in the text.
Very good. In a cloth chemise and half morocco and cloth slipcase, spine gilt (spine of slipcase sunned).
"One of the earliest of the public documents of San Francisco" - Cowan, here in a significant association
copy. This copy bears the ownership inscription on the front wrapper of Isaac Bluxome, Jr., dated
November 22, 1850. Bluxome, a commission merchant, was a founder and secretary of the first Vigilance
Committee, and one of its most powerful members. He played an important role in preserving the written
history of the Vigilance Committee, turning their papers over to Hubert Howe Bancroft in the 1870s.
Those records now reside in the Bancroft Library at the University of California. Bluxome was also a
principal member of the second Vigilance Committee, founded in 1856. It is interesting to consider the
feelings Bluxome might have had toward these ordinances of the city whose laws he and his cohorts so
notoriously took into their own hands.
This rare and important volume contains the first printing of several key ordinances in the early history of
San Francisco. Included is the state legislature's "Act to Incorporate the City of San Francisco," passed
April 12, 1850, which establishes the boundaries of the city and lays out its streets, sets up its wards, lists
the municipal officers and enumerates their duties, and describes the powers of the city's Common
Council. Following that is the inaugural message to the Common Council from the city's first mayor, John
Geary, giving a report on the city's financial situation, and describing the various problems that plague the
city, including the propensity to damaging fires, the need for a reliable water supply and sewer drainage,
and the dangers posed by disease. The volume concludes with the text of the first thirty-nine ordinances
of the city of San Francisco, passed between May 15 and July 26, 1850, setting up a municipal
infrastructure. The ordinances organize the police and fire departments, set up a system for the sale of
"water lots," regulate saloons and gambling halls, create a city hospital, authorize the sale of buildings,
establish safe storage of gunpowder, address water supply issues, provide for grading and planing of
streets, ban riots and running horses in the streets, etc. The final ordinance included here, "Authorising the
Comptroller to Advertise for Proposals for City Printing," provides interesting documentation of early
San Francisco printing. The remaining ordinances passed in 1850 were issued in a separate, equally rare,
pamphlet.
These ordinances were printed by the San Francisco EVENING PICAYUNE, the first evening newspaper
on the West Coast. A relatively short-lived paper, it began publication on August 3, 1850 and continued
daily until its building burned in the fire of May, 1851, and then appeared sporadically until early 1854
(under different ownership). Its proprietor was John H. Gihon, whose fame would be cemented as a coauthor of the ANNALS OF SAN FRANCISCO, published in 1855. This is the Dan Volkmann copy, with
his bookplate on the chemise, and one of only two copies that we can trace as having appeared in the
market in the past seventy-five years (the other copy appeared in Howell Catalogue 50). We are able to
locate only six copies, at the Bancroft Library, Huntington Library, California State Library, Claremont
College, Yale, and the Wisconsin Historical Society. Rare and important, with a significant association.
COWAN (1914 edition), p.199. COWAN (1933 edition), p.553. GREENWOOD 229. WAGNER,
CALIFORNIA IMPRINTS 76. FAHEY 192. ROCQ 11438. HOWELL 50:794. VOLKMANN SALE 171
(this copy).
$6,000

Mexican Mining, Four Copies in OCLC
55. [Sanchez Garayo, Atilano, Juan Maria Flores, and Miguel Buch]: MANIFESTACION QUE CON
MOTIVO DE LA NOTA PASADA POR EL ESCELENTISIMO SENOR MINISTRO DE HACIENDA
A LA AUGUSTA CAMARA DE DIPUTADOS FECHA 7 DE NOVIEMBRE DEL CORRIENTE ANO,
HACE AL PUBLICO LA COMISION NOMBRADA POR LOS ACREEDORES DE MINERIA PARA
TRATAR SOBRE SUS CREDITOS CON LA QUE LO HABIA SIDO POR EL SUPREMO
GOBIERNO. Mexico: Tipografia de R. Rafael, 1850. 13pp. Original printed wrappers. Wrappers lightly
soiled. Near fine.
A scarce pamphlet on Mexican mines, mineral resources, and mining claims, issued in the wake of the
discovery of gold in California. Four copies are located by OCLC, at the Biblioteca Nacional de Espana,
the Bancroft Library, the Univ. of Texas at Austin, and the Univ. of Texas at Arlington. Rare. OCLC
776495788, 9912944.
$100

Inscribed by Siringo as a Christmas Present
56. Siringo, Charles A.: A LONE STAR COWBOY. BEING FIFTY YEARS EXPERIENCE IN THE
SADDLE AS COWBOY, DETECTIVE AND NEW MEXICO RANGER, ON EVERY COW TRAIL IN
THE WOOLY OLD WEST. ALSO THE DOINGS OF SOME "BAD" COWBOYS, SUCH AS "BILLY
THE KID", WESS HARDING AND "KID CURRY.". Santa Fe. 1919. [8],290pp., including illustrations.
Original brick cloth, gilt. Boards lightly rubbed, light shelfwear. Very clean internally. Near fine. Lacks
the dustjacket.
A presentation copy, bearing a long inscription from Siringo on the front free endpaper. Dated "Christmas
1919" at Santa Fe, it reads: "To Mrs. Cynthia Wilson: As per request of your cousin, Mr. George S.
Tweedy, I am mailing you this volume as an Xmas present from him, with the compliments of the
Author." First edition, one of two issues (the other issue with 291pp.). Essentially a revision of Siringo's
TEXAS COW-BOY, originally published in 1885 and lauded as "the first - and best - cowboy
autobiography" (Howes), "unquestionably one of the most important range books" (Reese), and "the most
authentic book on the Texas cowboy" (Jenkins). With rollicking, compelling stories on cowboy life, and
much on Billy the Kid, who Siringo knew and pursued, and other bad men. Siringo added some new
material to this edition, and explains in the preface that "this volume is to take the place of A TEXAS
COWBOY, the copyright of which has expired. Since its first publication, in 1885, nearly a million
copies have been sold....much cattle history is given which has never before been published." The leaf
before the titlepage contains a one-page advertisement for Siringo's A SONG COMPANION OF A
LONE STAR COWBOY, available from the author and described as "just off the press." SIX SCORE 99
(note). ADAMS, HERD 2074. ADAMS, SIX-GUNS 2029. BASIC TEXAS BOOKS 185 (note). DYKES,
BILLY THE KID 73. HOWES S518. DOBIE, p.119. GRAFF 3803.
$425

57. Smith, Frank Meriweather (editor): SAN FRANCISCO VIGILANCE COMMITTEE OF '56, WITH
SOME INTERESTING SKETCHES OF EVENTS SUCCEEDING IN 1846. San Francisco: Barry, Baird
& Co., 1883. 83pp. Original printed wrappers. Some paper worn away from the spine, wrappers lightly
soiled. Very clean internally. Very good overall. In a cloth chemise and half morocco and cloth slipcase,
spine gilt, raised bands.
Still a very useful study of the Vigilance committees that dispensed frontier justice in San Francisco in the
1850s. "Accounts of both Vigilance committees are given, drawn principally from the contemporary
press. The author has ventured neither praise nor prejudice, and his work is a concise though brief history
of those tribunals" - Cowan. Smith includes a long account of the events surrounding Charles Cora's

murder of Gen. William Richardson, and his subsequent hanging by the committee. Not in Adams, whose
coverage of San Francisco vigilance committee material is spotty. COWAN, p.593. ROCQ 12185.
NORRIS CATALOGUE 3642.
$125

58. [Southern Pacific Railroad]: SOUTHERN PACIFIC RAILROAD. REGULAR AND SPECIAL
ROUTES, IN U.S. GOLD COIN, FOR "THE LOOP ROUTE." IN EFFECT MAY 23rd, 1877...[on
verso]: PLAN OF LOOP TEHACHAPI PASS ON LINE OF SOUTHERN PACIFIC RAILROAD. [San
Francisco?]. 1877. Single sheet, 3 1/4 x 7 1/4 inches. Light soiling and wear. Very good.
Scarce map and timetable of the Southern Pacific Railroad's "Loop Route," a novel feat of track
engineering on the route from San Francisco to Los Angeles. A series of tunnels and a loop in which the
train track crossed over itself were employed to ease the grade over Tehachapi Pass. The loop was nearly
3800 feet long, and allowed the Southern Pacific to cross an elevation of 3000 feet. The verso shows a
map of the route across Tehachapi Pass, and the recto contains a timetable for the route, from San
Francisco to Yuma, on the Colorado River. The rates give distances and costs for First Class (with a
special rate including a stop at Yosemite) and Third Class. No copies are listed in OCLC.
$150

59. Sumner, Charles: INTEREST AND DUTY OF COLORED CITIZENS IN THE PRESIDENTIAL
ELECTION. LETTER TO COLORED CITIZENS...JULY 29, 1872. Washington: F. & J. Rives & Geo.
A. Bailey, 1872. 8pp., printed in double columns. Dbd., removed from a sammelband. Near fine.
From his early and eloquent opposition to slavery, through his defense of the rights of freedmen during
Reconstruction, Senator Charles Sumner was a strong voice for the rights and liberties of African
Americans. In the summer of 1872, a group of Black citizens wrote and asked him who they should
support for the Presidency, Republican incumbent Ulysses S. Grant, or Liberal Republican challenger,
Horace Greeley. Sumner responded with this letter, a long and impassioned argument in favor of Greeley,
whose support of African-American rights was unassailable. Sumner writes that Grant, on the other hand,
began his political life as a pro-slavery Democrat. Furthermore, that due to his policies as President - with
regard, for example to his support of the Baez regimen in Haiti, and his inaction in suppressing the Ku
Klux Klan - Grant was "disabled both by character and the drawback of his own conduct." Not in Work.
LCP AFRO AMERICANA, 10014.
$50
60. [Varigny, Charles Victor Crosnier de]: LOS ORIJENES DE SAN FRANCISCO DE CALIFORNIA.
Valparaiso: Imprenta de "La Patria", 1887. 164pp. Modern half calf and marbled boards, spine gilt. First
and final leaves soiled, titlepage torn in outer corners, else very good.
A scarce account of the history of San Francisco, by the French adventurer and diplomat. Varigny (18291899) came to California with his father during the Gold Rush and worked as a newspaper man. After a
few years in California he moved on to Hawaii and diplomatic duties, eventually becoming Minister of
Foreign Affairs for the Kingdom of Hawaii. Varigny tells the history of San Francisco from the gold
discovery through the completion of the transcontinental railroad, discussing the mining regions and
California agriculture, as well as the Comstock Lode and silver mining in Nevada. Not in Cowan or
Howes. Rocq and OCLC together locate a total of nine copies, seven of them in California; the other two
in Chile and Germany. Scarce. ROCQ 12674. OCLC 20794936, 253970097.
$300

61. Walker, W.S.: BETWEEN THE TIDES COMPRISING SKETCHES, TALES AND POEMS,
INCLUDING HUNGRY LAND. Los Gatos, Ca.: W.S. and Glenn Walker, Printers, 1885. [4],250pp.,
including illustrations. Portrait. Original plum pebbled cloth, front board gilt. Cloth rubbed, slightly worn
at spine ends and corners. Text with light, even tanning. Very good.
Walker left Illinois in 1864, going to New York and then by steamer to Aspinwall, across the Isthmus,
and up the west coast to California. He describes his journey, his activities in California (including
mining and interactions with Chinese) and his travels and observations around the state. Walker also
discusses his adventures as a newspaper publisher in Nebraska, and includes poetry and other material,
such as his opinions on labor issues. He made a second journey to California in 1874, this time by an
overland route. Not a scarce work (despite being self-printed, in a small California town) but an
interesting one. Not in Rocq. COWAN, p.667.
$75

Important Early Photographs of Everett, Washington
62. [Washington Photographica]: Ewing, D.B.: [GROUP OF ELEVEN ALBUMEN PHOTOGRAPHIC
PRINTS OF EVERETT, WASHINGTON, FEATURING WATERFRONT VIEWS, SHIPYARDS,
MILLS, AND A SMELTING OPERATION]. Everett, Wa.: D.B. Ewing, [1894]. Eleven albumen prints,
each measuring 7 1/8 x 8 3/4 inches, affixed to 8 x 10 inch stiff card mounts. A printed caption
superimposed in the lower portion of each negative. Ewing's stamp in blue ink on the verso of each
mount. Mounts edged in gilt. Some very light edgewear, usually to the lower left corner of the mount.
The images with excellent tonality. Near fine overall.
An outstanding collection of rare photographic prints of Everett, Washington, showing the town just after
the completion of the Great Northern Railway in 1893. The photographs are undated, but one of them
describes Everett, incorporated in May, 1893, as "only 18 months old," indicating that the images date to
late 1894. D.B. Ewing, the photographer, came to Everett from Anacortes, Washington, in 1893.
Settlements in the Everett area, on the banks of the Snohomish River, began in the 1860s, though concrete
plans for town development were not really hatched until around 1890. Everett's location on the
Snohomish and Possession Sound made it an inviting location for mills, factories, and rail and ship
transportation. Those advantages are all highlighted in these photographs. Though the captions of the
prints identify Everett as the "Pacific Coast Terminus" of the Great Northern Railway, the railroad

actually passed through Everett before turning south and terminating in nearby Seattle. The photographs
present an outstanding portrait of a young but growing industrial community in the Pacific Northwest.
The images (each with a caption beginning "City of Everett, State of Washington, Pacific Coast Terminus
of the Great Northern R.R.") are:
1) "View of River Front. City only 8 months old, has over 5,000 population; 23 manufacturing plants; 7
banks." An attractive view of the riverfront, with a new iron bridge in the foreground. The warehouse of
the Washington Produce Co. is prominent.
2) "View of Harbor Front...." This photograph appears to have been taken from a boat in the harbor and
shows a number of buildings along the waterfront.
3) "Puget Sound Pulp & Paper Co. Mill 550 feet long. In operation since June, 1892. Daily capacity, 15
tons." The factory smokestacks are active, and a boat is shown chugging along the river.
4) "Puget Sound Pulp & Paper Co. Interior of machine room; making book, manilla and wrapping paper
on Soda Presses." Eight male workers are shown, most of them apparently teenagers, and the many
machines hold a large number of paper rolls.
5) "Pacific Steel Barge Company. Builders of the 'Alexander McDougall Whaleback'." Alexander
McDougall (1845-1923) was a Scottish-born seaman and ship designer active on the Great Lakes in the
latter half of the nineteenth century. He is best remembered for developing a type of steamship called a
"whaleback," the design of which featured a cylindrical hull, thought to be advantageous for carrying
large quantities of supplies, especially ores. The popularity of the ships was short-lived, as their hatch
design made them difficult to load and unload. This image shows the buildings of the Pacific Steel Barge
Company, established by McDougall in Everett to build whaleback steamers on the West Coast.
6) "Whaleback Steamer 'City of Everett.' 300 ft. long, 42 ft. beam, 28 ft. depth. Tonnage, 5,000. Keel laid
Feb'y. 1893. Will be launched July 1893." This image shows a closer view of the Pacific Steel Barge
Company building in which the whaleback steamer "City of Everett" was being constructed. Officially
launched in 1894, it was built from material sent around Cape Horn by Alexander McDougall and his
associates. In the end, the City of Everett was the only whaleback steamer built by McDougall's company
at their Everett shipyard.
7) "Neff & Mish Washington Cedar Shingle Mill." Note: the caption on this photograph is printed lightly
and difficult to read in full. From the start, Everett was a leading producer of shingles in the Northwest,
and the Neff & Mish Mill was prominent among them. This photograph shows a long row of train cars on
an elevated track leading to the waterfront mill.
8) "Puget Sound Wire Nail and Steel Co." Shows the large mill building on the harbor front. Note: the
final line of the caption on this photograph is also printed lightly.
9) "Puget Sound Wire Nail and Steel Co. Interior Nail Mill. 400 feet long; 58 machines in operation; 20
additional machines about to be added." Some two dozen male workers (many of them young men) are
shown inside the mill building, with machines along the left side and barrels in the right foreground.
10) "Sumner Iron Works. Manufacturers of Saw Mill Machinery, Traction Engines, Etc." An attractive
view of the three-story building on the waterfront.
11) "Puget Sound Reduction Co. Smelting Gold and Silver Ores. Capacity 250 tons per day." Shows a
sprawling complex on the edge of a wooded area.
A highly interesting and visually informative group of views of Everett, Washington, shortly after the
incorporation of the town.
$1,950

A Landmark American Speech
63. Webster, Daniel: SPEECH OF DANIEL WEBSTER, IN REPLY TO MR. HAYNE, OF SOUTH
CAROLINA: THE RESOLUTION OF MR. FOOT, OF CONNECTICUT, RELATIVE TO THE
PUBLIC LANDS, BEING UNDER CONSIDERATION. DELIVERED IN THE SENATE, JANUARY
26, 1830. Washington: Gales & Seaton, 96pp. Dbd., removed from a sammelband. Foxing. Good.

This is the second edition, the issue without the "Ah Sir" passage on the final page. Webster's famous
oration, one of the great American political speeches of the nineteenth century, in which he propounded
his vision of the insolubility of the federal union. Prompted by South Carolina's recently propounded
"nullification" theory, which argued that the individual states had the right to resist federal authority and
to secede from the Union if the federal government exerted its authority, Webster defended the authority
of the federal government and the supremacy of the Constitution, forecasting that civil war would be the
ultimate result of the implementation of nullification theories. Webster famously proclaimed "liberty and
union, now and forever, one and inseparable!" Abraham Lincoln (quoted in David Herbert Donald's
biography, LINCOLN, p.270), called it "the very best speech that was ever delivered." "Most famous
American oration of the nineteenth century, presenting the doctrine of a Union paramount and
indissoluble." Webster delivered his address on January 26, and it was then printed in Gales's
NATIONAL INTELLIGENCER, followed by a seventy-six page edition printed from that same setting of
type. HOWES W200, "aa." SABIN 102272. AMERICAN IMPRINTS 5384.
$200

An Early Report by Wheeler on His Western Expeditions, Inscribed
64. Wheeler, George M., Lieutenant: ADDRESS OF LIEUT. GEO. M. WHEELER, U.S. CORPS OF
ENGINEERS, DECEMBER 23, 1874, BEFORE THE AMERICAN GEOGRAPHICAL SOCIETY
[wrapper title]. [New York. 1874?]. 19pp. Original printed blue wrappers. Paper worn along spine, small
chips in the wrapper edges and corners. Very good.
A presentation copy, inscribed by Wheeler to New York Congressman Clinton L. Merriam on the front
wrapper. A scarce description by Lieut. George Wheeler of his 1874 explorations in the West. In 1874
Wheeler was at an important transition point in his surveys west of the 100th meridian, moving into the
final phase "during which Wheeler's topographic mapping moved to a level of precision comparable with
other contemporary surveys" (ANB). The change in focus of Wheeler's mapping was partly in response to
a Congressional inquiry earlier in the year, in which civilian scientists criticized Wheeler's cartographic
efforts. Wheeler gives a history of government sponsored explorations of the west since the Louisiana
Purchase, and then gives a detailed account of his own explorations in 1874 from Colorado into the
southwest. This is certainly one of the earliest, if not the earliest, published accounts of Wheeler's 1874
explorations. He concludes by describing the many advantages gained by government explorations of the
West. OCLC locates eight copies, with only the copy at the Smithsonian identified as a presentation copy.
Scarce. OCLC 25768410.
$375

Early and Important Proposal for a Transcontinental Railroad
65. Wilkes, George: PROJECT OF A NATIONAL RAILROAD FROM THE ATLANTIC TO THE
PACIFIC OCEAN, FOR THE PURPOSE OF OBTAINING A SHORT ROUTE TO OREGON AND
THE INDIES. New York: Published by the Author, 1845. 23pp. Original printed yellow wrappers.
Wrappers very lightly soiled, faint vertical crease. Light, scattered foxing. Very good. In a cloth chemise
and half morocco and cloth slipcase, spine gilt.
"Second edition," but the first separate printing, having also appeared as a chapter of Wilkes's HISTORY
OF OREGON, published earlier the same year. This is the second issue, with the preface dated
November, 1845 (the first issue preface is dated June, 1845).
One of the earliest proposals for a transcontinental railroad, propounded by a crusading journalist who
was also active in putting forth the case for American possession of Oregon. At the time Wilkes espoused
this plan California was still part of Mexico, and so he proposed Oregon as the western destination for the
railroad. Wilkes gives a description of the Oregon Territory, and discusses the advantages of the railroad

as a route for American commerce to the East Indies. He warns that European nations are working on
finding a trans-Isthmian route in order to gain access to Asian markets, and argues that for the United
States the choice is between expansion and growth, or stagnation and decline. As opposed to later plans,
Wilkes proposed a railroad that would be under national, public control, with tolls sufficient to pay its
expenses, and not a corporate monopoly. "One of the earliest transcontinental agitations, framed while
California was still a Mexican province, an Oregon terminus was planned" - Howes. Not in Soliday, nor
in the Decker catalogues. An early, visionary argument for a transcontinental railroad. HOWES W419,
"b." SABIN 103999. RAILWAY ECONOMICS, p.288. WAGNER-CAMP 119 (note). COWAN (1914
ed), p.249. EBERSTADT 113:593.
$1,750

